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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the problem

Tanzania like many African countries, boasts of a wealth of over 127 indigenous

languages, spoken by nearly 37 million people on the East coast of Africa

(Gordon, 2005). It differs from some of its neighbors in that a lingua franca,

Swahili, is spoken as a second language by a vast majority of the population and

is also the national language; it is used in parliament, in the lower judicial courts,

and in all of Government primary schools. To crown it all Plans to have Kiswahili

as the LOl in secondary school and the universities. In 2004, the National

Kiswahili Council estimated that 99 percent of all Tanzanians spoke Swahili as at

least a second language (Brock — Utne, 2005).

Swahili is Bantu languages in structure and vocabulary, is closely related to

many of the country’s local languages, but it also draws a great deal of its

vocabulary from Arabic due to the influences of coastal trade and settlement.

A common educational dilemma in multilingual African Countries is what to

choose as the LOl. ln the absence of an ethnically neutral, lingua franca, any

choice will be seen to favor certain ethno — linguistic groups at the expense of all

others. According to Alidou (2004), this was not a problem prior to colonization,

when each community used its own language to educate its children. Education

across ethnolingustic, groups was not necessary until the arrival of colonialism

and western education, when formal schools were introduced and children who

spoke different languages were often placed in the same classroom. The

problem of multi-lingualism in the classroom had a simple solution for most

colonizers.: Simply teach in the colonial language. ln Tanzania, however, the

choice of a colonial languages was less obvious, Swahili widely spoken by the

arrival of the colonizers, could be used as easily as the colonial language to
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bridge linguistic gaps in the classroom. Today, Tanzania and Ethiop~are1tI~ARY

only countries on the continent to use national rather than colonial lancuacies Ic
S

bridge linguistic gaps in the classroom of the primary school system (A~1~c~ p~’~’

2004>.

Nonetheless, Tanzania has not escaped the MCI problems plaguing so many

other African countries. Although Swahili is used in primary education, English is

the MCI in secondary and post-secondary levels. The ministry has failed to come

up with a clear LOt due to the debates about the merits and demerits of the

languages to be used as LOl. There were those who supported the use of

Swahili as the LOl in secondary schools and universities as well as those who

wanted to start with English as a LOl from first grade in primary school.

The continued use of Kiswahili as a MCI in primary school and use of English in

secondary and tertiary levels of education was deemed satisfactory. The move to

Kiswahili as the MCI in primary schools was only thought of to be a part of a

larger plan to implement its use throughout the entire education system. In 1969

the education ministry sent a circular to all headmasters and headmistresses of

all secondary schools outlining the plan for the gradual introduction of Kiswahili

as a MCI. Some secondary school teachers also favored a shift to Kiswahili. The

circular also suggested that even political education “siasa” should be taught in

Swahili starting 1969/1970; domestic science in 1970/71; and history, biology,

agriculture, mathematics from 1971/72.

The teaching of political education — siasa I Kiswahili was introduced but then the

reform stopped. A study commissioned by the National Kiswahili Council showed

that secondary school students had great difficulties learning the subjects taught

in school because the MCI — English — represented a great barrier (Matteru, &

Mlama, 1978). The study argued for the shift to Kiswahili both at secondary and

tertiary levels of education.



At the end of 1980, the then President of Tanzania, Mwalimu Nyerere, appointed

a Presidential Commission on Education to review the entire education system.

Makweta, the Chair of the Commission, presented its report to the President in

February 1982. The recommendations on the MOl more than refueled the

expectations by actually setting a date for a change from English to Kiswahili. In

January 1985, the first year of secondary school i.e Form 1, was to start using

Kiswahili and in 1991 the university was going to start teaching in Kiswahili.

However, this recommendation was deleted from the official report published in

1984 (Rubagumya, 1990).

The official language in education policy that is currently being followed in

Tanzania is the one laid down in education and training policy (MOE, 1995)

which, inter alia, states:

• The MOl in pre-primary and primary schools would be Kiswahili; while

English would be a compulsory subject (...35&39).

• The LOl for secondary education would continue to be English, except for

the teaching of approved languages and Kiswahili would be a compulsory

subject up to ordinary level (...45).

In August 1997, MOEC issued a policy document entitled: Sera ya utamanduni

(culture policy). Chapter 3 of this document deals with language issues, including

the language of education policy. The aim of this policy was to clarify the position

of the Tanzania Government when it came to the place of the different languages

of Tanzania in the formal education system. Section 34 of the document includes

the following statement;

Mpango maalumm wa kuiwezesha elimu na mafunzo katika lugha ya Kiswahili

utaandaliwa na kutekelezwa (MEC, 1997: 19) Translated: a special programme

to enable the use of Kiswahili as a MOl in education and training at all levels

shall be designed and complemented.
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The ministry was however, aware of the important role of English

wanted the teaching of this language to be strengthened but then as a subi

The policy explicitly states;

Kiingereza kitakuwa ni somo Ia Iaziima katika elimu ya awall; msingi na

sekondari na kitahimiziwa katika elimu ya juu na ufundishaji wake utaboreshewa

(MEC, 1997: 18) (Translated: English will be a compulsory subject at pre

primary, primary and secondary levels and it would encouraged in higher

education. The teaching of English world be strengthened.

This is a decision that is already the official policy of the MOEC as it was laid

down in Sera ya utamaduni (MEC, 1997).

According to the academic audit report (UDSM, 1999) published in March 1999

point 4.4 (UDSM, 1999) of the report discusses “language as a medium of

teaching and learning”. The author of the report mentioned that from the

discussions the held various groups of students and staff;

It was evident that most students had problems with the MO! (i.e English)

proficiency in the language was low and left much to be desired (DESM,

1999: 71)

In the discussion on the language issue the panelists refered to Jean Jacques

Rousseau who was very critical to the French education system and the teaching

in Greek and Latin. He asked” if the master is Greek and Latin is such poor stuff~

how about the children?” panelists.

In similar view in the next five to ten years, the university of Dar-es-Salaam

should judge and if appropriate to query master English is such poor stuff, how

about the students stop it let us go Kiswahili. The university needs to take a

decision and to act very soon in connection with the language problem (MEC

1997: 73).

,~,oooo, KpJ~?~’~



After having discussed the problems caused by the low proficiency of students in

the medium of instruction at the university the authors of the audit report

conclude with the following illogical and astonishing statement (Bright Brack —

Utne, 2002).

But jugging from the current and projected global trends and the fact that

English is fast becoming the 1CT language globally, UDSM should

continue to use English as a MOl (MEC, 1997: 73).

In reaching the conclusion the panelists chose to ignore that they themselves

discovered that “most students had problems with English as LOl they have also

chosen to ignore the 1997, policy of their MOEC on the language issue.

In the years 1969 to 1983 Tanzanian educators were anxiously and prepared for

the shift to Kiswahili as the LOl in secondary and later also university education.

But in 1983, “the government quite unexpectedly sought to turn the tide”

(Lwaitama, & Rugemalira, 1988: 2). In August 1983, the minister for Education,

Makwete was quoted in the press (UHURU, 1983) as saying that the expected

change of LOl was not going to take place. This must have been a statement that

was difficult for education minister Makweta to make. He had himself chaired the

commission, which had suggested the change of the LOl in secondary and

tertiary education from English to Kiswahili. The decision seems to have been

taken by President Nyerere himself, partly with the support of the British Council,

the cultural arm of the British government.

It has been well documented that students in secondary schools were not

prepared for the use of English as the LOl. Teachers and student alike struggled

to express themselves clearly in a LOl as students and teachers switched to

more familiar language for clarification and discussion. Standards of education

were falling and the students’ performance much better in Swahili. Intention of

using Swahili seemed just because of the need to make the teacher able to

explain better what they are teaching and make students understand better what

/
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they were taught and it was considered equitable and just by a mor4 star
* D~.Affordability was assumed to be achieved by the intention of gov~E~Jnei~irtt1’••..... ~%~:••

‘\4•
implement that policy. But Government has not implemented that polic9tp,~r~”

now.

The debates continued, in support of the use of Swahili or English as the LOl in

secondary schools and universities. Those who supported the use of English

throughout the education system. As expected second group was backed by

powerful donors like the British Council, USAID and the World Bank. They

argued that “English is the language of development, modernization, science and

technology~’ Or ‘global village’.

The debate on the LOl in Tanzania has increased markedly through 2003. during

a couple of weeks in the fall of 2003 I had the opportunity of following the debate

rather closely myself. The Kiswahili newspaper Rai, which is a weekly

newspaper, appearing each Thursday had something on the language of

instruction issue every week I was there. Rai had also on three consecutive

Thursdays in July carried three articles on the language issue from the Tanzania

project leader of LOITASA Galabawa (2003a, 2003band 2003c). in the first days

of October interviews with the Minister of Education Joseph Mungai and the

LOITASA researcher Prof. F. Senkoro, who is the Head of Department of

Kiswahili, were sent to the Kiswahili program from BBC London. In the interviews

Minister Mungai repeated that it was his firm opinion that parents did not want

Kiswahili to be used as the language of instruction in secondary school. He drew

this conclusion based on the fact that he daily got applications for starting new

private primary schools in Tanzania with English as the language of instruction

but did not get any applications from parents who wanted to open a private

secondary school with Kiswahili as the language of instruction. Professor

Senkoro stressed the point that those who argue for the use of Kiswahili as the

language of instruction are not saying that children should not also learn English

well. On the contrary they are of the opinion —and also have research backing



their view — that students will lean English better if they are taught the language

as a school subject. These interviews were resent without comments by BBC

after the prime Minister had come out in favor of Kiswahili.

The LOITASA group in Dar had a meeting with Minster Joseph Mungai in

Decemcber 2002 to seek permission for conducting a two year experiment in

FORM I and II having students being taught in Kiswahili in some subjects and in

some classes. The Minister put his foot down. At the same time the Chancellor at

Mzumbe University in Morogoro (earlier 1DM) former foreign Minister Mr. Kaduma

gave a speech to the student body at Mzumbe University announcing that the

university would now make plans to shift the language of instruction to Kiswahili.

Birgit Brock-Utne visited Mzumbe University on the 15th of October 2003 and

spoke with vice chancellor Warioba who could tell him that the group students,

group of teachers and group of administrative staff had held separate meetings

to discuss the language of instruction issue and in all of the groups as well as in

the senate they had decide they wanted to switch to Kiswahili. They did not dare

to do it because they are a government institution and the government has not

made a final decision yet. Also Hon. Pius Ng’wandu the Minister of Higher

Education, Science and Technology has not voiced his opinion.

The frontpage of Rai on Thursday 9~ of October carried a picture of the Minister

Mungai. Underneath the picture could read: “Kauli ya Mungai kuhusu Kiswahili

inatisha ( Mungai’s opinion are dangerous/threatening). The front page articles

refers readers to page 7 in the newspaper where two readers have articles

arguing for the use of Kiswahili as language of instruction in secondary and

tertiary education in tanzania. Joshua Katondo (2003) from Tabora has called his

article “Kauli ya Mungai kuhusu Kiswahili inakatisha tama (the opinions of

Mungai against our expectations)” He starts by citing Mungai : “Kiswahili hakifai

kabisa kutumika kama lugha ya kufundisha”. (Translated by me: Kiswahili is in no

position at all to be used as language of instruction) And he continues: haya ni

maneno makali yaliyotamkwa na waziri aliyepewa dhamana ya kuhakikisha e

L ~F?AF?y c~
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na utamaduni vinaendelezwa na kuimarishwa. (These are the

which were uttered by the Minister who is given the responsibility to see

education and culture continue and become strengthened (my translation)

goes on to quote Nyerere from 1962 where he stressed the importance of

Tanzanian culture and language. The writer asks if 40 years are not enough to

make Kiswahili into a language to be used in secondary and higher education-

how many years does Mungai think it take? - Maana mtoto anakuwa na uwezo

wa kutosha kutumia lugha yake vizuri sana akiwa miaka mitano. Je,sisi tunahitaji

miaka mingapi? (A child has enough sense to be able to use its language very

well when slhe is five years old. And we, how many years do we take?-my

translation) He goes on to remind the Minister that his Ministry is called Ministry

of Education and culture. “Sasa kama Kiswahili hakifai kufundisha (kama

alivyosema Mungai) tumuombe basi Rais aondoe neno “utamaduni” katika jina Ia

\Mzara ya Elimu. (if Kiswahiii cannot be used as a language of instruction (as

Mungai claims) we ask him to take away the word “culture” from the name of the

Ministry).

The other article is written by Swalehe Kassera (2003) from Iringa. (Kiimbila

Kathibitisha hata “Wamrima” wanakimudu Kiswahili — Kiimbila confirms that even

the “Wamrima” can use kiswahili). Kassera tells about a wonderful mathematics

teacher, Kiimbila, now deceased, who in the early sixties used Kiswahili in

secondary school for teaching the basics mathematics, working in Kagera. In this

way the students understood mathematics much better. Kiimbiia was of the

opinion that Kiswahili ought to be used in mathematics teaching also at the

university. Kassera argues like Kiimbila did that Kiswahili is understood all over

the country and functions as a second language for those for whom it is not the

first.

On Friday the 10th of October 2003 the daily Kiswahili newspaper Uhuru came

out with large headings on the front page announcing: Sumaye: Kiswahili kinafaa

kufundishia. (Translated: Sumaye: (He is the former prime Minister of tanzania)

V ,
I



“Kiswahili can be used as language of instruction”). The front page articles

(written by Mwandishi Wetu — our correspondent) start this way: Waziri Mkuu

Fredrick Sumaye, alisema jana kuwa siyo sahihi kusema kuwa Kiswahili hakifai

kufundishia elimu ya sekondari na juu nchini, ingawa serikali haijafanya uamuzi

kuhusu jambo hilo. ( Prime Minister Fredrick sumaye said yesterday that it is not

correct to say that Kiswahili cannot be used as language of instruction [here is

arguing directly against the Minister of Education — my comment] in secondary

school as well as in higher education although the government has not made a

decision to this effect.) The prime Minister stressed that this was his personal

opinion and the government had not taken a final decision on the language of

instruction yet.

In the 2001 Education Sector Development Programme, released by the ministry

of Education and Vocational Training, “Use of English as LOl” is listed under the

strength of secondary education (United Republic of Tanzania, 2001:63). This

seems to indicate that any reservations the government may have had about the

educational effects of using English in secondary schools had been satisfied.

However, as we will see, the function of English as a LOt has also led to serious

failings on the part of the educational system.

Today, the structure of official language use in Tanzanian education is much as it

was following independence. Swahili is the LOl in primary schools, English in

secondary schools and post-secondary schools. The main feature of Tanzanian’s

education system is the bilingual policy, which requires children to learn both

Kiswahili and English. English is essential, as it is the language, which links

Tanzania and the rest of the World through technology, commerce and also

administration(nationalwebsitehttp://www.tanzania.go.tz/educationf. html). (8/5/200

7)

According to the interview conducted recently between the editor of RAI

newspaper and the new appointed Chief justice of Tanzania about the quality of

14
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lawyers from universities to our courts, the chief justice replied by saying~a UATE..

general I can say that still there are many things that can be done this is b~c@ -\. ~

of one major problem which i still seelperceive for now and for graduate ta~~s,• •N<~’OO(y

the way these grandaunts are capable of handling English language. This is a

very big problem. Sometimes when you see judgment which judged by the judge

who has bachelor degree, when you read it, you are supposed either to sit and

wondered what helshe wanted to say. Even when I go to teach sometimes I find

students fail to express themselves properly in English. And if their capability of

language is norms or has problems and when all books of laws and all teaching

even are in that language, then there is a problem” (Chief Justice; August: 9 —

15, 2007).

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Although Swahili is spoken as a second language by a vast majority of the

population and it is a national language in Tanzania, the country has not escaped

the medium — of instruction problems plaguing so many other African countries.

Swahili is used in primary education while English in secondary and post-

secondary levels. This poses a debate; there were those who supported the use

of Swahili as the LOl in secondary schools and universities. And there were

those who wanted to start with English as a LOl from first grade in primary

school.

Little is however; known of what has been the impact of use of swahili language

as a LOl at primary level of education in Tanzania to students schools

performance in high education (university). Therefore, there is need for a

systematic inquiry that would investigate the impacts of Swahili policy on the

performance of Tanzanian students in Ugandan universities. This will help to

understand better the phenomenon in order to develop strategies that can help in

the choosing of the language policy to be implemented in both the host and

home country universities



1.3 Objectives of the study

The overall objective of this study is to assess the impacts of Swahili language

policy in Tanzania on the performance of Tanzanian students in foreign

universities particularly in Uganda universities.

1.3.1 Specific Objectives

•:• To establish the Swahili and English LOl in primary schools.

+ To determine Tanzanian students’ performance in Ugandan Universities.

•. To establish the relationship between LOt and class performance.

1.4 Hypothesis

The null hypothesis (HO) was that there is no relationship between LOl on

Student performance

While the alternative hypothesis (HA) was that there is relationship between LOl

on student performance

1.5 Significance of the study

The study analyzes the relationship between the early LOl and the class

performance and proposes a matching model of language of instruction to the

policy makers.

The study is important because it highlights the dilemma of establishing a single

language in a developing country such as Tanzania and therefore promises a lot

of lessons for other LDCs.lt is hoped that this study will yield data and

information that will be useful for proper planning and decision making at the

ministry and for institutionalization of policy on the language of instruction at all

levels of education that will help solve the problem of language of instruction in

both Tanzania and Universities patronized by Tanzania Students.

The findings and the recommendations of the study should also be useful to the

ministry of education and the managers and administrators of private schools in
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expert judgments, or on tradition or cultural diversities, but base their m~ds,
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decisions and actions on concrete knowledge of choice of LOl supported b~

research findings. This will help improve the general performance of students at

all levels of education.

The researcher also hopes that the study will form a basis for further research on

the choice of language of instruction and the students’ performance in general.

This should lead to the generation of new ideas for the better and effective

choice of language of instruction in Tanzanian schools, and the rest of the world

and Africa in particular.

1.6 Scope of the study

This study on the impact of Tanzania’s Swahili language policy on Tanzanian

students’ performance was conducted between January and July 2007 by using

a simple cross-sectional survey design of students from Tanzania in Kampala

International University (KI U) and teaching staff of KIU. The study was conducted

in Kampala International University — Uganda, data being collected by the

researcher using questionnaires and interviews techniques. The study sought to

determine the relationship between Swahili language policy and students class

performance in Uganda universities.



1.7 Structure of dissertation

The rest of the dissertation is structured as follow: Chapter two is the literature

review. It is theoretical analysis of impact of early language of instruction on later

student performance at higher levels of education. It also tries to link the two in a

conceptual framework and describes the main theories which belly the study.

Chapter three is the methodology, It spells out the research design; data

sources, types and analysis used. Chapter four includes the presentation,

analysis and interpretation of data. Chapter five includes the result summaries,

discussions and recommendations.
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2.1 Language of instruction N~≥O000 ~
LOl has been empirically found to be either positively or negatively impacting on

student class performance although there are other determinants of the latter

such as Teacher Quality, education material, teaching methods and curriculum.

Particularly evidence show that mother tongue as well as foreign impact on class

performance positive or negative respectively.

2.1.1 other tongue language

While there are many factors involved in delivering quality basic education,

language is clearly the key to communication and understanding in the

classroom. Many LDC’s are characterized by individual as well as societal

multilingualism, yet continue to allow a single foreign language to dominate the

education sector. Instruction through a language that learners do not speak has

been called “submersion” (Skutnabb-Kangas, 2000) because it is analogous to

holding learners under water without teaching them how to swim. Compounded

by chronic difficulties such as low levels of teacher education, poorly designed,

inappropriate curricula and tack of adequate school facilities, submersion makes

both learning and teaching extremely difficult, particularly when the language of

instruction is also foreign to the teacher.

Mother tongue-based bilingual programs use the learner’s first language, known

as the LI, to teach beginning reading and writing skills along with academic

content. The second or foreign language, known as L2, should be taught

systematically so that learners can gradually transfer skills from the familiar

language to the unfamiliar one. Bilingual models and practices vary as do their

results, but what they have in common is their use of the mother tongue at least

in the early years so that students can acquire and develop literacy skills in

addition to understanding and participating in the classroom.



Bilingual as opposed to monolingual schooling offers significant pedagogical

advantages which have been reported consistently in the academic literature

(Baker, 2001; Cummins 2000; CAL 2001):

• Use of a familiar language to teach beginning literacy facilitates an

understanding of sound-symbol or meaning-symbol correspondence.

Learning to read is most efficient when students know the language and

can employ psycholinguistic guessing strategies; likewise, students can

communicate through writing as soon as they understand the rules of

orthographic (or other written) system of their language. In contrast,

submersion programs may succeed in teaching students to decode words

in the L2, but it can take years before they discover meaning in what they

are “reading”

• Since content area instruction is provided in the Li, the learning of new

concepts is not postponed until children become competent in the L2.

Unlike submersion teaching, which is often characterized by lecture and

rote response, LI instruction allows teachers and students to interact

naturally and negotiate meanings together, creating participatory learning

environments that are conducive to cognitive as well as linguistic

development.

• Explicit teaching of the L2 beginning with oral skills allows students to

learn the new language through communication rather than memorization.

In submersion schooling teachers are often forced to translate or code-

switch to convey meaning, making concept learning inefficient and even

impending language learning, while bilingual programs allow for

systematic teaching of the L2.

• Transfer of linguistic and cognitive skills is facilitated in bilingual

programs. Once students have basic literacy skills in the Li and

communicative skills in the L2, they can begin reading and writing in the

L2, efficiently transferring the literacy skills they have acquired in the

familiar language. The pedagogical principle behind this positive transfer
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concept of common underlying proficiency, whereby the

language, literacy and concept learned in the LI can be

used in the second language once oral L2 skills are developed, and no re

learning is required. Consistent with these principles, it is possible for

children schooled only in the L2 to transfer their knowledge and skills to

the LI, but the process is highly inefficient as well as being unnecessary

difficult.

• Students learning can be accurately assessed in bilingual classrooms.

When students can express themselves, teachers can diagnose what has

been learned, what remains to be taught and which students need further

assistance. In submersion schooling cognitive learning and language

learning are confounded, making it difficult for teachers to determine

whether students have difficulty understanding the concept itself, the

language of instruction, or the language of the test.

• The affective domain, involving confidence, self-esteem and identity, is

strengthened by se of the LI, increasing motivation and initiative as well

as creativity. Li classrooms allow children to be themselves and develop

their personalities as well as their intellects, unlike submersion

classrooms where they are forced to sit silently or repeat mechanically,

leading to frustration and ultimately repetition, failure and dropout.

• Students become bilingual and biliterate. Bilingual programs encourage

learners to understand, speak, read and write in more than one language.

In contrast, submersion programs attempt to promote skills in a new

language by eliminating them from a known language, which ma actually

limits learner competence in both.

All of these advantages are based on two assumptions: one, that basic human

needs are being met so that schooling can take place; and two, that mother

tongue-based bilingual schooling can be properly implemented. Simply changing

the LOl without resolving other pressing social and political issue is not likely to



result in significant improvements in educational services. However, because

language cross-cuts race, ethnicity, gender, and poverty, even minimally

implemented bilingual programs have the potential to reach those who have

traditionally been left behind by L2 submersion schooling.

Cummins (1979) and Klein (1994), based on the overwhelming evidence in

support of mother-tongue LOl in and outside Africa, pointed out that, the

consensus among linguists is that;

• Cognitive gains can be derived from using the child’s home language as

the LOl in early education.

• Where the home language is different from the language of instruction

used in the classroom, the LO) may create pedagogical and cognitive

problems.

Basing on observations made on Tanzanian children, who, upon finishing

primary schools in Kiswahili, shift to the English in secondary schools, Yahya

Othman (1990:46), points out that students enter secondary education without

adequate understanding and knowledge of the medium of instruction. Such a

system results in individuals hampered by linguistic deficiencies in their thinking,

in their critical observation, in their questioning of ideas and facts, and in the

interpretation of what is communicated to them.

Julius Nyerere, who was Tanzania’s first president, propagated the idea of

Education for self reliance (ESR). He was against the inherited colonial system of

education, which was not designed to prepare young people for the service of

their own country but for the colonial state. ESR advocated education that would

make Tanzanians self-reliant in terms of resources, culture and values.

Furthermore, the philosophy advocated the kind of education that would make

learners creative and able to face any challenges in their relevant society. As the

first step to make Tanzanians independent, immediately after independence
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Nyerere,(1 967) underscored the importance of education to a developing country

like Tanzania when he correctly said, “The purpose of education is to transmit

from one generation to the next the accumulated wisdom and knowledge of the

society and to prepare the young people for their future membership of the

society and their active participation in its maintenance or development” He

further said uWe want to improve our lives, and to maintain our freedom; we shall

only be able to do it if we apply ourselves to learning as much as possible and as

quickly as possible”

Moumouni (1967), observes that ideological issues concern the role of language

in the expression of the African Spirit and the projection of the African view.

Generally, it is argued that people educated in a foreign language can not

confidently express their community. Spirit or project their community’s

worldview, especially if their spirit and world have to compete with those

embodied in the foreign languages used in African education. This argument

presupposes the need to express the national spirit of an African country.

A counter argument, based on the same premise, states that the national spirit

should not be taken for granted that spirit has to be cultivated and the school

system has an important role to play in this.

Robinson (1996: 168), notes that socially and culturally, the trend of

westernization embodies elements of cultural and linguistic imperialism, positive

attitudes are created towards using foreign languages with incentives attached,

such as good job, for those educated through them. On the other hand, there is a

defense of cultural and linguistic autonomy manifested in the proliferation of

identity movements. One only has to note the protracted struggle for

18



independence in different countries. The central issue is popular participation,

redressing the past injustices and changing or reversing ethnic domination.

On the economic front he points out that, the trend has continued of opening up

the fragile economies to market forces, to multinationals, as a precondition to

getting adjustment loans and access to external capital. The effect of

globalization and the trend in technology and information are yielding diverse

outcomes, sometimes eroding the economic and political base of Africa’s non-

nation states.

Barrett (1994: 13 — 14), is of the opinion that the retention of foreign languages

best serves the interests of the elite who use these languages as screening

devices to higher positions, and hence maintain their position. Politically, one

notes the desire of the bureaucratic elite to reproduce its own class through the

medium of education in international languages

Robert Armstrong (1963: 69) notes that, the adoption of indigenous languages

faces a number of obstacles, it is already noted that African history is burdened

with pervasive legacies. One of them is linguistic, and it is reflected in self-denial,

part of which is rooted in despising African languages as “tribal” and “Primitive”

and nothing but vernaculars. The position is adopted by the both “Educated”

narratives and external apologists. He further notes that, “if we are ashamed of

our own language, then, we must certainly lack that minimum of self-respect

which is necessary to the healthy functioning of society.

Mansour (1993:87) points out that since language readily available as a symbol

of ethnicity, any promotion of African languages can be interpreted as a desire to

enhance the political power of these speakers and that genuine pluralistic

policies must make space for communities to choose their own language.
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may support policies that yield popular support which means developme\ ~

suited to the local needs and means of communication. ~‘~0onn ~

Criper and Widdowson (1975), notes that education through the medium of

mother tongue ensures that a child’s educational development is rooted in his in

educational programmes with only travid accomplishment is teaching anything

except self depreciation.

Obanya (1980: 88) points out that it has always been felt by Africa educationists

that the African child’s major learning problems linguistic. lnstruction is given in a

language that is not normally used in his immediate environment, a language

which neither the learner nor the teacher understands and uses well enough.

Mwinsheikh (1995) points that when it comes to the quality of instructional

delivery the LOl is instrumental in determining the level of performance of

students. She further points out that to Tanzanian students (who their MOl

change from Kiswahili in primary schools to English in secondary and post

secondary schools) has a language barrier. It is becoming more and more

evident that the official MOl — English — is a barrier to learning in general and to

conceptualize the intricate science concepts in particular.

The point on the place of mother tongue in the schooling process is best clarified

by Fafunwa (1977) when he wrote about the educational anachronism in Africa.

According to him, a child learns best in his mother — tongue. Yet, for most of

Africa, formal education is offered in a language that is foreign to the child. This

is unlike the practice in most other leading countries of the world such as

England, France, Germany, lndia (to a great extent) China, Japan and so on

where the child goes through his primary, secondary and university education in

his mother tongue. Unfortunately, we have continued to emphasize the use of a

foreign language (English) as a major MOl in all schools, perhaps as part of our
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colonial (1975) and Bangbose (1977) that foreign language constitutes barrier to

effective teaching and learning.

The report, based on students and experiences in six African countries

(Botswana, Kenya, Mali, Nigeria, South Affica and Tanzania) suggests that LOl

approaches that are based on mother tongue instruction in the early years of

basic education result in faster and improved capacity for the acquisition of

knowledge by pupils. Also, mother tongue based LOl facilitates the acquisition of

second, and third language. Contrary to popular opinion that LOl approaches are

ethnically divisive, the report found that LOl policies which use Africa lingua —

Franca provide pupils and students with an integrative attitude across ethnic

borders (LOITASA, 2003).

Linguists and educational psychologists agree that the use of mother tongue as

the LOl in the early years of education has proven advantages, especially where

the development of cognitive faculties is concerned. Conversely it has been

demonstrated that classroom use of a language which is not the language

already spoken by the child, results in cognitive and pedagogical difficulties.

Among the most inclusive studies carried out in Africa to prove this is the case of

Nigeria’s national policy on mother tongue literacy and the experimental project

carried out in 1970 in the Ife region. The projects purpose was to test the use of

maternal languages in education doing the first six years of primary school.

Despite initial doubts, the evaluation of the pilot schools and comparison

between them and other Nigerian schools were very positive. The students in the

Ife project scored higher than their counterparts in the regular schools both

academically and cognitively further move, students who were taught in Yoruba

for the first six years of primary school were no less skilled and English than

those who were taught in English throughout the last three years of primary

school. According to the study, the advantage of teaching children in their
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In Mali, a similar evaluation of cognitive benefits for students in a mother tongue

education projects was carried out in 1985. The study followed 154 students from

experimental schools and 340 students from French speaking schools starting at

the same level (first grade) over 6 years. Forty eight percent of the children as

experimental schools finished their studies without repeating a single year, as

compare to only 7% of the students in from francophone schools. Although other

factors may have contributed to the success of the pilot schools, the study proves

that the use of maternal languages in education is an important factor in

academic success. (ADEA, 1996)

According to Akinnaso, (1993) in Southern Africa, a bilingual transition program

known as the threshold project was studied as 1990. in the bilingual program, the

students’ mother tongue was replaced by English in the third year of primary

school. The principal conclusion of this study was that bilingual programs in

which a language other than the students’ mother tongue is used before a certain

age or a certain cognitive level is achieved are not likely to be successful.

The negative effect of early LOl to later student performance through unfamiliar

different LOl can also be seen beyond African continent. The useful lessons can

be learned from the experiences of other countries like Great Britain and United

States even though the context and hence the degree of students’ motivation

differs. Both Great Britain and United States have experienced a large influx of

learning grants from all over the world with immigration comes the issue of how

best to achieve cultural and linguistic integration of the various ethnic groups into

the social fabric.

Initially both Britain and the United States Choose total English immersion as a

means of facilitating the integration children. However by the 1980s the flows in
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the immersion theory became evident and the academic performance of

immigrants children became a real concern (Miama, P.&Matteru,M.,1978)

From 1978 to 1981 the University of Bradford in Great Britain observed the

effects of a early bilingual program on five year-old native punjabi (an Indian

language) speakers. A centre group using only English scored much lower than

children who were taught partly in ‘punjabi’ and partly in English. Similar results

were obtained with Italian speaking children (Klein, Gilian, 1994). Linguistics

have demonstrated that language and thought are in extricably interwoven and

that for their cognitive. Development all children need a language on which to pin

and develop their thoughts (Cummins, 1994)

In the United States, the centre for minority education and research of the

University of California carried out one of the most comprehensive longitudinal

studies of bilingual education programs to date (1981 — 1991). The object of the

study was to determine whether teaching Spanish speaking students (who have

limited English proficiency) mostly in English or a combination with Spanish,

enables them to catch up with their native English speaking peers in basic skills

(English, language arts, and maths) students in S.1 schools across five states

were sampled. The study looked at three types of programs. English immersion

(almost all teaching in English), early exit bilingual (less than forty minutes of

instruction in the mother tongue per day, for no more than two to three years)

and late exist bilingual (instruction and the home language represents 40 to 50

of the daily schedule up to grade four). The study came to the following

conclusions;

• The students mother tongue is the most effective LOl

• Rapid transition to classes taught only in the students second language

does not allow for satisfactory development of the students linguistics and

cognitive abilities.

• The second language can be taught effectively if half of the students’

classes are taught in that language.
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teaching for academic success. Other elements are also important such

as the quality of the teachers and educational materials, the curriculum,

and the teaching methods used. However, research conducted worldwide

confirms that from a pedagogical stand point it is better all other things

being equal to teach children in their mother language although this

principle is increasingly gaining recognition (linguistic diversity technical

problems, costs) and the problem of implementation remain.

2.1.2 Attitudes toward language

Roy — Camp bell (1992) and Okwany (1993), with the consideration of language

and the relevance of education to society, point out the importance of policy

makers taking into account people’s attitudes towards language.They further

pointed out that how learners and their families perceive the status of a language

has been correlated with rejection or acceptance of a LOt.

There are no large-scale studies of language attitudes in Tanzania, but Josef

Sehmied (1985) presents a small-scale study in which he surveyed 70

Tanzanians on their attitudes to English. He found that many of the respondents

do not feel that “English is useful for getting a better job.” His explanation for this

is that job offers are often based on certificates of school completion, which

indirectly imply some level of English knowledge. At the same time, most

schools graduates expect to be employed in state industries and government

organizations, which operate in Swahili, rather than the private sector. On the

other hand, most respondents supported the claim that “Only a sufficient

knowledge of English can keep science and learning in Tanzania in touch with

world-wide developments.” The idea that science, in particular, is less viable

through Swahili is widespread, and it is often a reason cited for switching to

English-medium education. However, with sufficient resources (which are not
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trivial to muster) I believe this would prove to be untrue. Swahili has no inherent

incapability to express the ideas of science; although some words may be

missing, they can be borrowed as many other words in the language have been,

or coined as many other languages have done. As an example of lexical

borrowing, words ending in “-ology’ or “-ics” in English receive the suffix “-id” in

Swahili. “Phonology’ becomes fonolojia, “etymology” becomes etimoloia and

“physics” becomes fizikia (Mwansoko 1990:137). At the same time, it is likely true

that in order to participate in the international exchange of ideas, Tanzanian

scientists, like all other scientists need to know English.

In a counter example to Bruthiaux’s claim that English skills are often irrelevant in

developing countries, Frances Vavrus (2002) recounts how she began a teaching

position in the rural Kilimanjaro region convinced that English as a medium of

secondary instruction was harmful to education and came out of it with a

profound understanding of the economic hardships of the region and the hope

that young people place in their knowledge of English. She presents excerpts

from interviews and focus groups in which Tanzanians express their views that

English will help them integrate with the rest of the world, succeed in higher

education and garner respect from their peers. Respondents also noted that

Tanzania as a country relies on English for economic success, particularly in

sectors such as tourism. As one secondary student said,

Because our economy is small and our strength as a nation is small; we can’t

rely on Swahili to be a national language [....] Tanzania is a country that has an

abundance of traditional things that haven’t yet been destroyed when compared

to all the other countries in the world. However, because of the language

problem, the tourists who come here aren’t shown these [traditional] things or the

proper welcome, but how can you communicate with them? You can’t. they don’t

know Swahili and you don’t know English or German or French. (Vavrus

2003:391).
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population can be beneficial to Tanzania as a whole as well as to privat~\ç4i~ens...

She specifically talks about Tanzania’s capability to offer a warm welco~~_—~

visitors, which she believes is constrained by poor knowledge of English.

In interview conducted by Birgit-Brock-Utne round of several Ministries and with

officials in Tanzania Institute of Education, several times he heard that they

personally were all in favor of changing the medium of instruction in secondary

schools and higher education into Kiswahili but people were against it. Parents

would want their children to be in English medium schools because they said

English was the language of development, the language of science and

technology, of information and communication technology. For instance when he

interviewed Mr. Rugumyamheto, the PS of utumishi (labor) in his office in Wizara

ya Utamishi (Ministry of labor) he told him: itabidi kubadilisha fikra za watu. Kwa

maorii yangu nafikiri itakuwa bora kutumia Kiswahili lakini watu sasa wanakata.

Wanasema kingereza ni lugha ya maendeleo. (it will be necessary to change the

way people think. On my own part I think it would be better to use Kiswahili (as

language of instruction in secondary and higher education), but people nowadays

refuse. They say that English is the language of development.) (Birgit Brock

Utne,2002)

With regard to the language in education issues discussed in his paper for

presentation at the CODESR1A general assembly Maputo, Mozambique, in

December, 2005, professor Senkoro of university of Dar-Es-salaam concluded by

insisting the necessity for change of the mindset among teachers, parents,

students policy makers and other stakeholders of the education sector. Professor

continued and said;

the most important change with regard to the issue of language of instruction

in the education system in Tanzania and probably most of the Africa is that of the

mindsot. The interchangeable that will ultimately resolve the perplexing results of
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our research projects in which inspite of acknowledging that it is simply useless

to cling to foreign languages as our media of instruction in scholars, parents,

teachers and even students and policy makers end up suggesting that we must

continue using such language. This is a change from all colonial hangover that

continues to make us a necessary to the automated colonial principles, ethics

and beliefs. This is a change from being held hostages of the consurnerist market

forces that have alevinly like a chameleon, transformed their identity into the

newly found sugar — coated, high sounding concept and globalization. This is a

concept that basically implies open and aggressive competition among nations

and systems, competition even between the fully rich and powerful and the

pitifully poor and powerless. We must understand that English, like any other

capitalist products~, has all along been used as a very valued commodity by the

British Government at any cost. This even the most rouming so called English

medium international academics in Tanzania are part and percell of that process

of selling this commodity. Even the English improvement programmes

championed by the British council and the accruly and absurd recommendations

from the same are part and parcel of that safety commercial advertisement of this

valued commodity by the British. Unless and until we disentangle ourselves from

the claws of capitalism that have suddenly turned into globalization, we shall for

ever remain enslaved and chained not only economically and politically but move
dangerously, culturally. Here is where the desired change of the miridset counts

a lot and this seems to me to be most important and basic concept in this debate
on the language medium of instruction not only Tanzania, but in Africa in general.

And, herein lives the challenge without overcoming such a challenge, it will be

impossible to initiate the process of expanding the real freedoms that people

aspire for”.

From a pedagogical point of view, the use of a second language is an objective

disadvantages affecting both ensures and one might say the comfort with which

knowledge is acquired by students and the extent and depth of the acquisition.

Where a colonial languages becomes the language of intervention, with all
/4~TIo~
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home of original cultures. The removal from cultural and linguistic primora~0 ~

moonings assumes the form of denial of the home culture, a creeping amnesia of

the collective memory. This memory is rejected or regarded with a mixture of

comic relief and division, in South Africa, many people of Khoisan historical

decent who have been culturally and linguistically Africanized and who were in

the past classified as colored under the apartheid scheme, publicly, only

acknowledge European roots. My grandfather was Greek I my grandfather was

Irish would be announced. The austerisibibly acknowledged grandfather is

.pariably unknown and there is silence about grandmother; total silence about

African cultural and linguistic antecedents.

Brock — Utne notes the view of an informer about Khoekhoegowab speakers in

Namibia that the young ones don’t want to speak their own language, they all

want to be Americans. They watch TV and get all this American stuff. They want

to be like Michael Jackson and look down on their own culture.

It is interesting to note the strong attachment, which some societies have towards

their languages and the need to protect and use these languages. The French

who are possibly one of the difficult interests Africans face in the effort to develop

and use African languages in Africa are most sensitive about the need to protect

French. In a rest news item, which appeared through the Reuters agency in the

cape times we read.

Irate readers have accused the influential poansian daUy Le Monde of

undermining the French language and bowing to Americanization by printing a

weekly supplement of New York Times articles in English. Many readers wrote

letters of protest, contradicting a marketing survey Le Monde made last August in

which 59% of those questioned supported and supplement in English. This is the

wrong way to be open to the world; it is a self enslavement, participation in the
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Americanization of France, wrote Albert Salon, President of the international

Francophone forum. Another reader wrote: you should not surprised that the

Americans treat us with such condescension. Several letters accused Le Monde

of consulting the majority of readers who did not understand English. They will be

considered fools who have no place in today society one wrote. When will you

realize you are sawing off the branch you are sitting on? Another reader asked

when will you understand that, by doing this you contribute to isolating and

dispasing millions of people who do not speak English fluently? The paper said it

will decide after the trial period whether to continue. It wanted to attract new

readers and aimed to create a Europe wide advertising market with dailies in

Germany, Italy and Spain it is for many, amazing that the French who have such

strong attachment to their language can at the same time such hard — headed

imperialists when it comes to the pushing of French into Africa at the expense of

the existence of the native languages of the denizens of the continent (LO1TASA,

2003).

The basic issue is one of acceptance of a local language of instruction by the LI

speakers themselves. One root cause of the neglect of local languages is the

relative prestige of the language of the former colonial power and slow-down

effect this must have had on the development of the local languages. On the one

hand, during the colonial period, most LI lacked the concepts and vocabulary to

communicate the very contents-technical, organizational-that underlay the

relative “superiority” of the colonial power. On the other hand, as past of the

colonizer’s negative attitude towards local cultures, the Li were considered as

incapable of dealing with such content. This argument was used against such

prestigious language as Arabic. In varying degrees, the colonized populations

accepted this negative attitude to their own languages.

Due to same colonial legacy, there is confusion between learning in and learning

of a language. in many developing countries, going to school has meant first and

foremost learning a foreign language before anything else could be learnt, and
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illiterate parents tend to perceive it thus. No wonder the usual arg,entRM~ k
parents against mother tongue instruction is that “the children know our~ *~

already”. Here, much more explanation and advocacy directed ai~ lo. Kr\’~

beneficiaries is required.

Strategies value of the foreign language in the economy- In both Latin America

and Africa, the economy puts a premium on the mastery of the dominant

language (12). The majority of the more profitable economic transactions are

conducted in L2. This is not the case in most of Asia where transactions in the

huge internal markets are conducted in LI languages, and 12 language becomes

a real asset only in the import-export sector. Parents are very much aware of the

commercial value of language. They expect proof that starting school in an LI

does not prevent their children from mastering the L2. If one can demonstrate

that it even enhances the mastery the L2, the better. One of the main tasks of the

education ministry’s partners is to provide such evidence in a way that is

credible, convincing and easy to understand. A strong position in favor of

reinforcing the status of an LI will be counterproductive unless there is a strong

popular movement in that direction.

2.1.3 Foreign language

Fafunwa( I 990)holds that one of the most important factors militating against the

dissemination of knowledge and skills, and therefore of rapid social and

economic well-being of the majority of people in Africa, is the imposed medium of

communication. He(1990:103)claims that there seems to be a correlation

between underdevelopment and the use of a foreign language as the official

language of a given country in Africa(eg.English,French or Portuguese):

We impart knowledge and skills almost exclusively in these foreign languages,

while the majority of our people, farmers, and craftsmen perform their daily tasks

in Yoruba, Hausa, Wolof, Ga, lgbo, Bambara, Kiswahili, etc. The question is:

Why not help them to improve their social, economic, and political activities via
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their mother tongue? Why insist on their learning English or French first before

modem technology could be introduce to them?

Prah (2000:71) similarly points out the following:

No society in the world has developed in a sustained and democratic fashion on

the basis of a borrowed or colonial language... Underdeveloped countries in

Africa remain under-developed partly on account of cultural alienation which is

structured in the context of the use of colonial languages.

Ali Mazrui (1996:3) asks the following questions:

Can any country approximate first-rank economic development if it relies

overwhelmingly on foreign languages for its discourse on development and

transformation? Will Africa ever effectively ‘take off when it is so tightly held

hostage to languages of the former imperial masters?

Tove Skutnabb-Kangas and Robert Phillipson (1996) makes a point of the

striking fact that in much educational policy work, even in policies on education

for all, the role of language is seldom considered. This shows myopia on the part

of the donors and the researchers who guide them. They urge targets for

universal literacy to be set, but little thought is given as to the language in which

literacy should be achieved.

When it comes to bilateral donors both the British and the French seem to use

development aid to strengthen the use of their own languages as languages of

instruction. The British Council has played no unimportant role when it comes to

deciding on the language policies in Tanzania and Namibia (Phillipson, 1992;

Brock-Utne, 1993; 1997; 2000a; 2001 a; 2002d). Skutnabb-Kangas and Phillipson

(1996) tell about a succession of British Conferences held to “assist” colonies in

organizing their educational systems when they became independent states in
ØKfio7~
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the I 960s. In these conferences language was given very little attenti~, an~J~RARy ~)
the issue was raised, the focus was only on the learning of English. ~Bp~ttBii.~
Council annual report admits that, although the British Government no long’~,~ ~

the economic and military power to impose its will in other parts of the world,

British influence endures through “the insatiable demand for the English

language”; the report maintains that the English language is Britain’s greatest

asset, “greater than the North Sea Oil” and characterizes English as an “invisible,

God-given asset” (British Council Annual Report, 1983:9).

A prominent African educationalist, Pai Obanya, for many years the Director of

BREDA, the UNESCO office in Dakar, Senegal noted twenty years ago:

it has been felt by African educationalists that the African child’s major

learning problem is linguistic. Instruction is given in a language that is not

normally used in his immediate environment~ a language which neither the

learner nor the teacher understands and uses well enough (Qbanya,

1980:88).

The same conclusion has also been drawn by the World Bank educationalist

David Klaus (2001) who has undertaken studies in Papua New Guinea. The

opening statement of a paper he presented at the 2001 CIES conference

contains the following and, what ought to be, rather obvious observation: “There

appears to be general agreement that students learn better when they

understand what the teacher is saying.” it is encouraging that a World Bank

officer holds this view. Unfortunately it is not, and has never been, the official

policy of the institution in which he is working.

If the African Child’s major learning problem is linguistic, and I tend to agree with

Obanya (1980) that it is, then all the attention of African policy-makers and aid

from Western Donors should be devoted to strengthening the African languages

as languages of instruction, especially in basic education. The concept
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“education for all” becomes a completely empty concept if the linguistic

environment of the basic learners is not taken into account.

Kathleen Heugh (1999) shows that the South African language-in education

policy changes which came into force in 1997 are flawed both in their

conceptualization and implementation strategy. The role of African languages in

South Africa is not adequately addressed, despite policy statements to the

contrary. Also, Webb (1999) in her analysis of the language in education situation

in South Africa shows a similar picture. She finds that in spite of the country’s

institutional documents which proclaim linguistic pluralism to be the national

objective, the country seems to be regressing to its pre-apartheid situation of

monolingual practice--a situation of “English” only.

She shows how this is to the detriment of the black population (Webb, 1999). In

the years of Bantu education, South Africa (1953-1976) actually had a better

language in education policy for the majority population, but for the wrong

reasons. During the time that the mother tongue was phased in and maintained

for 8 years as the primary language of learning, the matriculation results of black

students steadily improved, reaching their zenith in 1976. It was an inflexible

implementation of Afrikaans as a medium for 50% of the subjects in secondary

school in 1975 that led to the student uprising in Soweto the following year. The

Government was forced to back down and in 1979, the Education and Training

Act was passed, reducing mother tongue to 4 years of primary school following

by a choice of medium between Afrikaans and English. Most schools opted for

English medium. The reduction of the use of the mother tongue has, however,

coincided with decreasing pass rates which dropped to as low as 48.3% by 1982,

and 44% by 1992 (Heugh, 1999:304). There can be little doubt about who loses

from the change from mother tongue to a foreign language as the language of

instruction as early as in fifth even fourth grade of South African Primary School
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Seyoun Hameso (2000), points out that in the case of former coIonies~t m~,W~RY

the use of foreign languages as the media of education and of go~~r

These languages are beneficial in that they are international and serve~a~oa, ~

means of transferring modern science and technology, the problem is that they

are foreign and difficult to teach and that they may fail to equip the students well

for adult life.

2.1.3.1 Advantages of Foreign language

Foreign languages are used in different countries in business, diplomacy, media

and scholarship. Inability to understand these languages costs resources while

knowledge of them can only be an asset.

Secondly, they have become prerequisites for acquiring science and technology.

Thus, western education, scholarship, business, and science and technology

were rendered impossible without acquiring those languages, mainly English and

French, but occasionally German and Japanese. Linguistic dependence such as

this, lack of vision as to what to do about it, endangered a scenario of arrested

development, in the case of Tanzania, Judith Barrett (1994:6-10) details the

reasons why English was retained and defended as a way of preventing

Tanzania being isolated from the rest of the world, as well as a means of keeping

abreast of technological and scientific achievements in international fora.

Thirdly, foreign languages are viewed as symbols of power and a means of

securing good, secure jobs. As far as members of the elite are concerned, the

use of such languages is a sign of prestige, and a higher competence in them is

known to entitle the speakers to a legitimate claim to power.

Yet while learning and knowing these languages is beneficial, there is no prima

fade case for them to serve as the media of instruction. They could as well be

taught as subjects in schools like mathematics or economics. Apart from this,
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medium of in3tructiOfl. Treppe~-LOmeX (1990:96-7) deteil~ ~ucn ree~on~.

2.1.3.2 Disadvantages of foreign language

Firstly, foreign languages are foreign and lack authenticity. They are not the

people’s language~ Being uncomfortably foreign, they remain the language of the

few, namely, the elite who are a class of their own and are also alienated both

from their own society and from their counterparts elsewhere with whom they are

also unable to merge. Therefore, foreign languages remain language of

academia, languages of university education, languages of research and

scholarship. This foreignness of the language of instruction has been a major

force in making education a culturally alienating process. Whereas language is

supposed to help in bringing education close to the learner, and therefore in

motivating learners to invest energy and time in the intrinsic excitement and self-

regenerating dynamo of learning as Samof (1993:213) says, the lack of

integration of educational goals with the cultural context and Africa values has

contributed to the present educational crisis in Africa, in which education is

geared mainly to the (re)produCtiOfl of ruling elites. That is also partly how

education has made itself increasingly irrelevant to the real issue of the masses

and to Africa’s development. This further indicates the elitist nature of education

where students are forced to receive education in foreign languages beyond

primary schools in many African countries.

Secondly, foreign languages are not teachable in sense that it is difficult to

ensure language proficiency of teachers in foreign media. The case is

pronounced when the teachers are not native speakers themselves. As far as

learners are concerned, a foreign language is hardly ever experienced outside

the educational environment. In pedagogic terms, it is noted that foreign

languages remain secondary for pupils (they are only rarely used outside

classrooms with poorly trained and equipped teachers). Worse of all, they are
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foreign to young pupils who have been brought up in their own moth%~ tOfl~~ARy ~

and find them completely unintelligible. DATE.
\\db4.

N≥o000 K~~’

It is for these reasons that UNESCO has been in the forefront of promoting the

idea of education in indigenous languages. Yahya- Othman (1990:46) points out

that students enter secondary education without adequate understanding and

knowledge of the medium instruction. Such a system results in individuals

hampered by linguistic deficiencies in their questioning of ideas and facts, and in

the interpretation of what is communicated to them.

Last but not least, by perpetuating cultural and linguistic dependence, the use of

a foreign medium saps nationalist energy. Exorbitant national costs need be

incurred to possess knowledge materials produced in the chosen medium. policy

adjustments and broad conditions need to be fulfilled to acquire the most valued

and expensive raw materials of the twenty first century-relevant information. Yet

the corollary of these arguments is not that foreign languages are an obstacle per

se to national growth and hence should be banned. On the contrary, they are

extremely useful and should be learned. What is in dispute is making these

languages the medium of education. Looking into the vitality of indigenous

languages better makes this point.

2.1.4 Educational materials

With regard to language and cognitive development, a large body of research

has demonstrated the importance of instruction in the mother tongue in the early

years of a child’s education. Experience in Africa and many other parts of the

world show that cognitive development is achieved faster if the mother tongue,

rather than a language of wider communication (LWC) is used as the language of

instruction (LOI) in primary education (Bangbose 1984; Yates 1995).

Nonetheless, the most intractable LOl issue in Africa (and in most multi-lingual

countries for that matter) is which of the three languages (mother tongue, lingua
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franca and language of wide communication) should be used and for what

purpose.

Mazaba and Nthepe (1979: 165) noted that the choice of any indigenous

language as the LOt should be made only after consideration of the following

questions;

Is (the language) a spoken language, a translated language, a written language?

is there a variable in this language general meta-linguistic material (grammars,

dictionaries etc) and for teaching material (reading books, grammas, exercise

books, audio-visual or audio — lingual material)? Are there teachers trained to

teach this language (speaking it is not enough)?

The availability of meta-linguistic materials is related to the heavy cost of

developing learning materials in mother tongue, cited as one of the hindrances to

the formulation of language policies in Africa. However, Hutchison (1995), notes

that breakthroughs in computer technology, such as a desktop publishing are

opening up bright prospects for publishers in Africa.

Birgit Brock-Utne conducted an interview with Mr. Bugeke- the director of adult

education who was all for extended use of Kiswahili as LOl but pointed to the

problems of funding for translating and partly writing new text-books as well as

publishing them. This is an argument often heard by donors, especially by the

World Bank. But when the costs for translating, writing and publishing text-books

in Kiswahili are calculated, one should also calculate the costs of having vast

numbers of children going to school without hardly anything because they do not

understand what the teacher says (Birgit Brock-Utne, 2002)

2.15 Teaching method

The Brazilian philosopher called Freire advocates the kind of education that will

enable learners to solve problems. In this approach dialogue is emphasized in an

informal kind of education. Freire differentiates between the banking concept of
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education and problem-posing education (Freire 1993). The banking c~cep~_~RARY —

education is a method whereby a teacher is active and his or her l~~?~is

passive. Students are considered to be empty headed whereby the teacher4~$~~ ~f~’

the ready-made information.

Freire criticized the banking method that lessens the students’ creativity. He

proposed the use of a dialogue method in which neither teacher nor learners

dominate the discussion; a method in which there is a shared and equal

participation by all actors in the education system. When dialogue is used it

makes learners more creative and confident, and as a consequence, education

becomes a liberation tool as wefl as a tool for meaningful development. He says

that “without dialogue there is no communication and without communication

there can be no true education” (Freire 1970:73)

Rugabumya (1990), and Robinson (1996), also notes that the use of the first

language is a factor in educational achievement and that the educational process

in any society ought to be conducted through a language that both learner and

teacher command well. Moreover, in situations where students learn best within

learning institutions, Barrett, (1994) maintains that this can be done by starting

where the pupils begin their experience and existing knowledge and thus position

them as “knowers” and by allowing them to use their own language within the

classrooms. This indicates the need for the cultural contextualization of

education. Otherwise, if the shift from one LOl to the other

continues, as it often does, education turns out to be a constricting and restricting

factor.

2.6 Cumculum

What does the term ‘curriculum’ mean to you as a teacher? The literature shows

that it means different things to different people, to different educational

institutions and to different parts of educational institutions.

A general definition of curriculum is offered by Print (1993: 9):
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approach might involve the planning of field trips, supervised work

industry visits and placements, and practica. In the classroom, it it

range of activities, such as experiments, role plays, simulations, etc. An

of this view of curriculum can be found in the Department of General Practice’s

description of the faculty initiative for fifth-year students:

Students spend three weeks of their eight-week term in a rural area under the

supervision of an appropriate specialist in the discipline of their choice... Students

must be prepared to complete a log diary of their experience and to find a

colleague who will do the same while remaining in Perth. This is to enable

comparisons to be made on the quantity and quality of the experience.

Curriculum as intention. This approach to curriculum is characterized by

predetermined aims, goals and objectives describing what students should I earn.

An illustration of this approach is provided in the description of the unit Australian

Industrial Relations:

This unit aims to provide students with a basic introduction to the working of the

Australian, and where appropriate, selected overseas industrial relations

systems.

This approach to curriculum may also include statements of anticipated learning

outcomes or behaviours. An example of a learning outcome is provided in the

unit description for Oral Pathology and Oral Medicine:

On completion of this unit, the undergraduate should be capable of discussing

the clinical presentations and progression of oral disease and to relate this to the

underlying pathological processes in order to understand the biological basis for

the management of such conditions.

Curriculum as a process of providing personal meaning to learners. This

image of curriculum emphasises personal growth and self-actualisation through
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experiential learning. For example, one of the aims of the Social Work practicum

is:

development of the student’s self-awareness and self-confidence as a

professionally practising social worker.

Two other important concepts related to curriculum include:

The hidden curriculum. This refers to unplanned learning in which meanings

are conveyed indirectly by the way language is used, the interactions that occur

in the class room and assessment methods. The hidden curriculum can have

negative outcomes where the indirect meanings conveyed are in conflict with

explicit intentions. Some students when taking a strategic approach to their

studies are quick to determine the hidden curriculum: for example anything that

will be examined is likely to be seen as included in the curriculum; anything that

is not to be examined is considered superfluous and unlikely to be learned.

Inclusive curriculum. An inclusive curriculum treats the knowledge and

experience of women, racial groups and ethnic groups as being just as valid and

relevant as the knowledge of dominant groups in mainstream academic

discourse. An article on inclusive curriculum and its implications for teaching at

UWA is included in the June volume of the Innovative Teaching Forum

Newsletter.

Some issues teachers may wish to consider in relation to curriculum

• What view of curriculum do I hold? What about my department, the

faculty, the University? How is this reflected in the documents we produce

describing the curriculum?

• How is the curriculum expressed in terms of what is taught, how it is

taught, when it is taught, how it is assessed and how it is evaluated? To

what extent does the intended curriculum reflect what is actually taught

and learned?



• What might be positive and negative aspects of the ‘hidden

the units I teach?

• How inclusive is the curriculum which guides my teaching?

2.7 Conceptual Framework

Figure 2.1: Conceptual Framework

LOl has been empirically found to be either positively or negatively impacting on

student class performance although there are other determinants of the latter

such as Teacher Quality, education material, teaching methods and curriculum.

Particularly evidence show that mother tongue as well as foreign impact on class

performance positive or negative respectively.
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CHAPTER THREE

ETHODOLOGY

3.0 introduction

This chapter presents a detailed description of the selected research design. It

describes in detail what was done and how it was done. It comprises research

design, sampling techniques, data collecting and analysis, validity and reliability,

and limitations.

3.1 Research Design

This study is a cross — sectional survey. This survey research design generally

entails the investigation of populations by selecting samples to analyze and

discover occurrences. For the purpose of this study, the survey helps in

collection of data from a part of population that enables the researcher

understand the entire population. Also the research is carried out within a limited

time frame with limited resources. Therefore, the use of a sample population

helps to obtain the required data within the available resources at time.

The study is concerned with the determination of the relationship between the

Swahili policy and the class performance of Tanzania students in Kampala

International University. It is specifically intended to investigate the relationship

between LOl at schools and class performance of students. Such issues are best

investigated through surveys research designs. This is because the design

enables the researcher to obtain data from a sample population representing

active of the entire population.

3.2 Area and population of study

The population consisted of 500 (KIUTASA, 2007) Tanzania students and 300

(HRM Department KlU, 2007) the teaching staffs of Kampala International

University in the year 2007. Kampala International University is one of 22

universities in Uganda and a private bona fide institution of higher learning in
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Uganda fully licensed by the National Council for Higher Educati~ Ugak~~~ ~)
2004. KIU attracts numerous students beyond the Ugandan board~ ~f~2t1R~h

Tanzanian students are included and it is the leading university to have not~tty’°~

Tanzanians students compare to the rest of Uganda Universities. It was therefore

considered appropriate for providing a focal point for the study of the impact of

Tanzanian’s Swahili policy on the students’ performance in Uganda Universities.

3.3 Sample Size and Sampling Technique

The sample consisted of 150 Tanzanian students and 50 teaching staff of KIU

.The number was selected on the basis of 113 and 1/6 respectively of the

population. This study employed convenient random sampling and purposive

sampling. Convenient sampling was used to select one fifty (150) students from

Tanzania in KIU. Four staff members of teaching staff from different faculties

were selected purposively from the four faculties in KIU (faculty of social science

and law, faculty of education, school of computer studies and school of business)

and the rest of teaching staff were selected by convenient sampling. This

enabled the researcher obtained typical and useful data because the

respondents had records showing the class performance of Tanzanian students

in their classes.

3.4.0 Data Collection

3.4.1 Research Instruments

The researcher used questionnaires and interviews. These instruments were

used as the main tools for collecting data. The selection of these tools has been

guided by the nature of data to be collected, the time available as well as by the

objectives of the study. The researcher mainly concerned with views, opinions,

perceptions, feelings and attitudes of students from Tanzania in Ugandan

Universities on the language policy as the language of instruction in schools.

Such information can be best collected through the use of questionnaire and

interview techniques. Questionnaires were used since the study was concerned

mainly with variables that cannot be directly observed such as views, opinions,
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perceptions and feelings of the respondents. Such information was best collected

through questionnaires. Also given the time constraints, questionnaire was the

ideal tool for collecting data. Besides the target population was also largely

literate and was unlikely to have difficulties responding to questionnaire items.

The researcher used semi-structured instruments. To enable the researcher

balancing between the quantitative and qualitative of data collected. On the other

hand, it provided more information. This delicate balance between the qualitative

and quantitative of information is useful for a fuller explanation of the

phenomenon under investigation.

The following are advantage of Questionnaire and interview as methods of
collecting data:

Questionnaires are commonly used to obtain important information on about the

population. Each item in the questionnaire is developed to address specific

objective, research question or hypothesis of the study. The researcher must

also know how information obtained from each questionnaire item will be

analyzed.

Advantages of closed-ended questions

• Closed-ended questions are easier to analyze since they are in an

immediate usable form.

• They are easier to administer because each item is followed by alternative

answers.

• They are economical to use in terms of time and money.

• Advantages of open-ended questions

• They permit a greater depth of response. When a respondent is allowed to

give a personal response, usually reasons for the response given may be

directly or indirectly included.
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• Open-ended questions are also simpler to formulate mainly ~cau~~~RY

researcher does not have to labor to come up with appropña Té~

categories. •c:Of)~~ ~

• The respondent’s responses may give an insight into his feelings,

background, hidden motivation, interests and decisions.

• Open-ended questions can stimulate a person to think about his feeling or

motives and to express what he considers to be most important.

An interview is an oral administration of a questionnaire or an interview schedule.

Interviews are therefore face to face encounters. To obtain accurate information

through interview, a researcher needs to obtain the maximum co-operation from

respondents. The researcher must therefore establish a friendly relationship with

the respondents prior to conducting the interview.

Advantages of interviews

• Interviews are advantageous in that they provide in-depth data which is

not possible to get using a questionnaire.

• Interviews make it possible to obtain data required to meet specific

objectives of the study.

• Interviews guard against confusing the questions since the interviewer can

clarify the questions thereby helping the respondents give relevant

responses.

• Interviews are more flexible than questionnaires because the interviewer

can adapt to the situation and get as much information as possible.

• Very sensitive and personal information can be extracted from the

respondent by honest and personal interaction between the respondent

and the interviewer.

The interviewer can clarify and elaborate the purpose of research and

effectively convince respondents about the importance of the research.

This is advantageous because respondents can then give more complete

and honest information.
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• Unlike questionnaires, the interviewer can get more information by using

problem questions.

• Many respondents do not like exposing their negative side. Interviews are

able such information through interaction and genuine conversation.

• Interviews yield higher response rates mainly because it is difficult for a

subject to completely refuse to answer questions or ignore the interview,

3.4.2 Research Procedure

Qualitative and quantitative data was collected from 150 respondents from the

students and 50 teaching staff of Kampala International University (KIU)between

January 2007 and 2007 using questionnaires and interviews as the main tools for

collecting data, and questionnaires was self administered questionnaires.

Qualitative research includes designs, techniques and ~n~asures that do not

produce discrete numerical data. More often the data are in the form of words

rather than numbers and these words are often grouped into categories. There

are three methods usually used to collective data. The first method is direct

observation where the required behavior is observed in a particular setting. The

second method is participant observation where data are collected by an

observer who is a regular, full time participant in the activities being observed. A

researcher complies data through long term interaction with the subjects in the

context of their everyday lives. The third is the interview method. This is face to

face interaction between the researcher and the subjects. The researcher uses

an interview schedule.

Qualitative research is advantageous in that it permits research to go beyond the

statistical results usually reported in qualitative research. Human behavior is also

explained best by using qualitative research. Human phenomena that cannot be

investigated by direct observation such as attitudes and other emotions are best

studied using the qualitative method.
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Quantitative research includes designs, techniques and measures tha1~q.~i~e

discrete numeral or quantifiable data. Random sampling is done to”~ire
0000 ~

representative ness of the sample. Some of the research designs which may be

categorized as quantitative research are experimental designs, casual

comparative research and correlations research. If a research study yields

quantifiable data, then it is a quantitative study.

The following are advantages of using both quantitative and qualitative methods

are basically three;

First, In many cases a researcher has several objectives of study. Some of these

objectives are better assessed using quantitative methods.

Second, both methods supplement each other in that qualitative methods provide

the in depth explanations while quantitative methods provide the hard data

needed to meet required objectives and to test hypotheses.

Third and last, since both methods have some bias, using both types helps to

avoid such bias in that each method can be used to check the other. For

example, the subjectivity associated with qualitative research is minimized by the

objectivity of quantitative research. The findings derived from one approach

validates the other (Olive M. et al, 2003).

3.4.3 Data Analysis

3.4.3.1 Chi-Square analysis

Tabulation involved counting, adding up and subtracting the answers to a

particular question to enable statistical analysis of the data presented in the form

of a chi-square the x2 uses categories to analyze qualitative data in the study LOl

was demoted by EMS and SMS whereas performance was excellent, very good,

fair and poor.
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Where, 0 is the number of Observed, E is number of Expected. The chi-square

(X2) values were used to read figures that are to be presented on the graph (one

tail test) to know whether the ordered pair falls in the region of the rejection or

acceptance, the ordered pair represents the hypothesis.

3.4.3.2 Coefficient of correlation

1 also used the coefficient of correlation in analyzing data, this was used to

measure the strength of the relationship between language of instruction and

students class performance to test the null hypothesis of no correlation at a level

of significance of 0.05. we have only to compare this with x2 since the figures

calculated exceeded 0.05. If the value of x2 which we obtain for our data is large,

so large that the null hypothesis can be rejected, we shall say as before that

there is no correlation and that there is a significant correlation. If it’s smaller then

we say the relationship is not significant.

Once shown by the x2 that a correlation between two qualitative variables is

significant, it is desirable to obtain some measure of the strength of the

relationship.

The formula to determine correlation coefficient, the so called contingency

coefficient is:

V x2 +

Where C is the correlation coefficient, x2 is the value for the chi-square and n is

the grand total of respondents (John E. Freund & Frank J. William, (1958)

Modern Business Statistics Pitman Publishers Ltd, Massachusetts). The answer I

got was converted into spearman’s formula (R2) that is R2 = C2 x 100 to get the

percentage of the relationship between language of instruction and class

performance.
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Reliability is a measure of the degree to which a research instrumei~%~lds~”~ *

\%~~fl

consistent results or data after repeated trials the instruments were also te~~~jP~

for validity and reliability it is influenced by random error. As random error

increases, reliability decreases. Random error is the deviation from a true

measurement due to factors that have not effectively been addressed by the

researcher. Errors may arise from inaccurate coding, ambiguous instructions to

the subjects. Interviewer’s fatigue, interviewee’s bias. Random error will always

exist regardless of the procedures used in a study.

Validity on the other hand is the accuracy and meaningfulness of inferences,

which are based on the research results or generalisations. in other words,

validity is the degree to which results obtained from the analysis of the data

actually represent the phenomenon under study. Validity therefore has to do with

how accurately the data obtained in the study represents the variables of the

study. If such data is a true reflection of the variables, then inferences or

generalisatios based on such data would be accurate and meaningful Validity

and reliability are related in such a manner that a valid instrument is reliable but

not vice versa

A valid research questionnaire should not fall below 0.65 or 65%, this is

calculated by counting the total of research questions and to find how many were

relevant or irrelevant to the research study in relation to the variables which were

used.(Won Young Yun and Tadas Dohi,(24-26) August 2006),Advanced

Reliability Modeling lI:Reliability Testing and improvement: Proceedings of the 2~’

Asian International Workshop (Aiwarm, 2006) Asia, Korea). I calculated the

research instruments; questionnaire to students, lecturers and interview guide to

head of faculties and I got 71%, 80% and 100% respectively it means they were

valid and since V = R, the instruments were all reliable as well.
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3.5 Limitations of the study

•‘ Many respondents anticipated hiding the information on filling questionnaires

and interview in fearing to portray a negative attitude on the study area. This

limited the information on the research topic.
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DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION~

4.0 Introduction

This chapter therefore presents findings, analysis and interpretation of the study

findings on the impact of Swahili language policy on Tanzanian students’

performance in general. This was in the light of the fact that Swahili is used in

primary education while English is the medium of instruction at the secondary

and post secondary levels. This poses a debate over which language between

English and Kiswahili should be used as a primary media of instruction.

Little is however; known of what has been the impact of use of Swahili language

as a LOl at primary level of education in Tanzania to student’s school

performance in high education (university).therefore there is need for a

systematic inquiry that would investigate the impacts of Swahili policy on the

performance of Tanzanian students in Uganda universities..

4.1 To establish the Swahili and English language of instruction in primary

schools of Tanzania

English Medium Primary School (EMS) are a very recent development in

Tanzania. Until the 1995 Education Amendment Act, primary education provision

was a government monopoly, and official policy required that all seven years of

primary education be provided in Kiswahili, the national language. Only two

government schools, vis olympio and Arusha and another nine private schools

which included the International School of Tanganyika (Dar-es-salaam: 1st Ltd),

International school of Moshi (Moshi: ISM Ltd), Constantine’s school (Arusha:

HeBenic society of Tanganyika), Nyakahija (Mwanza Catholic Church), Isamilo

(Mwanza: Angalican Church), Tanga popatlal (Tanga Tanga Education Society),

Rigida (Tanga: Ambad group Itd), Canon Andrea Mwaka ( Dodoma: Anglican

church), Morogoro International school (Morogoro: International school of

Morogoro ltd) were allowed to use English as MOl. The list does not include
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schools set up to save expatriate committees from particular countries, e.g.

French school (Dar-es-salaam), Danish school (Iringa).

In those private primary school that used English as MOl, in the case of the

schools that presented candidates for the government examination, the pupils

still had to do final school examination in Kiswahili. At the same time, English

medium instruction in all post-primary (i.e. secondary and tertiary) levels has

remained unchanged since the colonial era.

The original idea of establishing school come out of a very simple observation

that there were not enough schools in Tanzania and that the nation as a whole

was not investing a sufficient amount of resources in the education of the nation

children (Rugemalira,2002). For instance at the primary school within the

university of Dar-es-salaam campus, the smallest classes had eighty children

each under one teacher, in rooms designed to hold forty-five pupils more than

half of these had to sit on the floor. There were virtually no textbooks and the

learning environment was generally impoverished. But this school was among

the best in the country, with relatively decent physical structure.

Although during the past five years an effect has been made, through the primary

education development programme (Tanzania Government, 2001), to rehabilitate

the primary schools and raise enrolment — with a target of universal primary

education by 2005 — it took large amount of determined leadership to sustain a

reasonable level of expenditure on the education sector. The statistics for 2002

show a primary school enrolment of 5,981,338 and 112, 109 teachers; this gives

us a “decent teacher — pupil ratio of 1:53. Net pupil enrolment is 80.7% (Tanzania

Government Website, 2004). But the picture on the ground presents more

formidable challenges: thousands of new classrooms teacher houses and

latrines were needed. Millions of desks and books were needed to be produced

distributed. Thousands of well trained teachers need to be supplied every year.
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It is against this background that private primary schools burst onto

But there were some obstacles from the beginning, coming from

socialist era of state control of every sector, only antimention of encroachi

government turf was regarded as disrespectful, even subversive, challenge,

fortunately, after 1995, this obstacles was removed by the new Education and

Training Policy. “The estab/ishmen1~, ownership and management of primaty

schools would be Jiberalizecr (Tanzania Government 1 995a:35). The legal

amendment in the same year sealed the change.

An informal survey showed that the parents close to the proposed schools

wanted the EMS. This rather unexpected development did occasion some sort

searching. Far I had taken it as self-evident that an important ingredient of a

quality school is that the language of instruction be intelligible to the learners and

their teachers. What the parents were demanding was that in a addition to

mastery of the curriculum content, the child must also master English language,

and that the best way to do so was through English medium instruction.

The parents served by most EMS in general were in the middle and upper

income brackets. Even those that are struggling to make ends meet on a normal

salary are certainly better off than the vast majority of the rural and urban poor.

Given the rural-urban economic imbalance, such schools were predominantly

urban, the few rural schools provide boarding facilities and so could recruit from a

wider geographical area. ln the majority of families, parents would have

completed four years of secondary schools some of them being very well

educated with university degrees or higher, Families in which both parents did

not go beyond primary school were rare. The composition of parents committee

for example at Kibangu EMS was indicative; it included a university professor, a

telecommunication engineer, a tax accountant, an engineer who headed a large

polytechnic, a nurse, an administrative officer in the local municipal

administration, and a water resources technician (Rugemalira, 2005). English
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served a real gate keeping function and continued to empower the already rich

and culturally advantaged (Maamavi, Mohamed 2001).

The significance of this profile of English medium school clients becomes clearer

when one takes into account the following facts: more than 70% of the country’s

population was rural; the economy was dependent on peasant agriculture; GDP

per capita is round US $250; not every schools age child goes to even primary

school — only 80% do; of the half million children who complete seven years of

primary school, only 20% go on to secondary school; and even smaller

proportion get to university. In general the enrolment EMS was less compared to

local schools.

The home and first language of the children admitted to EMS i Kiswahili. In the

majority of the cases the parents had a language other than Kiswahili as their

first language, but the effective language at home is Kiswahili, and these urban

children acquired it as their first language. They could have attained a passive

understanding of the parents’ mother tongues, there is even less likelihood that

the urban child would acquire any of these languages.

English despite its foreign nature came with tremendous power and prestige —

being the language of the former colonial power and of the sole super power. it is

taught as a compulsory subject for twelve years, from preschool to the fourth

year of secondary school (Tanzania Government, 1995a). English is the LOl in

secondary and tertiary education, and coexists precariously with the national

language (Kiswahili) across domains of public functions such as government and

business. There are very few families where English is the language of the home.

For example at Kibangu School, during the past ten years, only one pupil was

identified as having an English language background at home: his father was an

American teaching at the university of Dar-es-salaam (Rugemalira, 2005).
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What are the parents’ objectives and expectations for enrolling their~ in
*

EMS? On the whole parents want to provide quality education for their”d~il~iren.
~

They are aware of the inadequacies in the free government schools and so they

are prepared to pay (rather dearly) for a good service in the EMS. They watch

their children’s progress closely and are eager to compare their performance with

that of children in local schools. They demand that all children in a class pass the

primary four and primary seven examinations; they want all primary seven pupils

to secure places in government secondary schools — even if they have no

intention of taking up those places, performing private secondary schools

instead. For example during the years 2001 — 2004 twenty — two of Kibangu

pupils were selected to join government secondary schools. Only three did

actually take the places offered; the rest went to private schools (Rugemalira,

2005).

Parents watch the relative ranking for each school and considers transforming

their children to top ranking schools. Nevertheless many parents so attach

special significance to their children’s mastery of the English language. Parents

wants their children to demonstrate their ability to speak English within the first

few months of entering an EMS. And again parents do transfer children if they

perceive the school as not doing enough to get children to speak English. The

significance of the English factor has been reported in research in Rubagumya

(2003) and Muhdhar (2002) who found that 79.8% and 81% of parents

respectively would not send their children to a private school if English was not

the MOl. Indeed the popular Kiswahili short form for EMS is “shule za

Kingereza”, thus schools of English. Buwembo (2004:16) has summarized the

kind of thinking that drives the demand for English and EMS

“Under the East African Community, free movement of labor will soon see

Tanzanians competing with Kenyans and Ugandans on an equal basics —

for jobs in Tanzania it is scary to imagine a Tanzanian school — leaver

who can hardly express himself in English, being subjected to the same
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in eiview by a Dar-es-sa aam based mu ma iona, as a fellow rom

Kampala or Nairobi who thinks an English (emphasis added)”.

The same view were presented by Tanzanian students in Kampa a in erna iona

University in this study when respondents were asked to give their view on the

implementation of Swahili as a LOl in primary schools and their view on

Government intention on implementing Swahili as LOl in higher education

In comparative terms, EMS outperforms the government Kiswahili medium

schools in the examinations and in the assessment made by the schools

inspectors. This superior performance cannot be due to the use of English as the

medium of instruction; rather it is achieved in spite of the use of English. The

factors that bring the difference are the mendun ones whose absence prompted

us to establish the school in the first, viz, a better supply of teaching and learning

materials, appropriate physical infrastructure (classrooms with small classes and

adequate furniture), and an adequate number of well qualified teachers.In

addition, the children come from urban, educated, above — average — income

families. This last factor is not negligible and must be given due weight in any

argument for the replication of English medium instruction to the whole primary

school system or its retention at secondary and tertiary levels (Roy — Campbell

1997). This rather obvious observation needs reiterating because the apparent

superior performance of the EMS is easily cited by people who believe that

quality education is intimately tied to the English language.

4.2 To Determine Class Performance in High Education

The second objective of this study was to establish the views of the students and

lecturers on performance. To achieve this objective, the respondents were asked

to grade students’ class performance
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Table 4.1: Lecturers Response to Tanzania Student’s Class

Ugandan University (KlU)

How do you grade the class performance of students who come from Tanzania

Grading Frequency Percentage

Fair 30 60%

Good 20 40%

Total 50 100%

Source: Primary data

Figure 4.1: Graphic presentation on lecturer’s response to Tanzanian

students’ class performance in Ugandan University (KIU).

From the results above most of the respondents (60% or 30) pointed out that the

class performance of Tanzanian students’ in KIU were fair compared to those

who said that the Tanzanian students’ class performance in KIU are good (40%

or 20).
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Table 4.2: Lectures response to the other countries students’ class

performance in Uganda University (KIU)

How do you grade the class performance of other countries students?

Figure 4.2: Graphic presentation on lecturers’ response to other countries

student’s class performance in Uganda University (KIU).

From the results above most of the respondents (54% or 27) pointed out that the

class performance of other countries students in Uganda were fair compared

to(46%or23) those who said that the other countries students class performance

in Uganda universities was good.
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Grading Frequency Percentage

Fair 27 54%

Good 23 46%

total 50 100%

Source: Primary data
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Table 4.3: Students Response of Class Performance in Ugandan Univ~~,

(KIU)

How do you rank your academic performance?

Grading Frequency Percentage

Excellent 23 15.33%

Good 96 64%

Fair 30 20%

Poor 1 0.6%

total 150 100%

Figure 4.3: Graphic Presentation on Students Response to Tanzanian

Students’ Class Performance In Ugandan University (KIU).

From the results above most of the respondents (64%) argued that their

academic performance was good, while (15.3%) claimed that its excellent and

(20%) fair while a very small portion of 0.06% showed that their performance was

poor. These results generally therefore, gives the explanation that Tanzanian

students’ performance was good academically and it seems students was more
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optimistic than their lecturers suggesting that the lecturers had not communicated

these weakness to students.

Generally the respondents of lecturers showed slight different of performance

between Tanzania students and other countries by showing that other countries

performance higher than Tanzanian students, but the heads of faculty whom I

interviewed all of them affirmed that although they have problem of expressing

their ideas clearly, as far as class performance concerned there is no deferent

between them and other countries students and they grade both performance as

good. In other words this results can be explained in this way: Tanzania students

by realizing their weakness in LOl (English) this force them to study hard

compare to their counter parts who have confidence in LOl and this make them

lightly revising.

4.3 To establish relationship between LOl and class performance

The third objective of this study was to establish relationship between LOl and

Performance. To achieve this objective, the respondents were asked to give their

view on the relationships between performance and Swahili language policy in

deferent level of education.

Opinion of the respondents on the relationships between performance at

primary level and Swahili language policy

The results showed that 1 50(or 100%) of the respondents agree that Kiswahili as

the language of instruction at primary schools leads to higher performance of

pupils at primary level. The results thus indicate that all of the respondents are of

the opinion that Kiswahili as a language of instruction at the primary level make

them to perform well.
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Table 4.4: Opinion of the respondents on the relationship between\4, ~~••

performance at secondary level and Swahili language policy 0~)t~ ~X~’

Agree Disagree Total

Respondents 15 135 150

Percentage 10 90 100

Source: Primary Data

As seen from the table above, the highest number of respondents (90%)

disagreed that Kiswahiii as a language of instruction at primary schools lead to

higher performance of students at secondary schools. While (10%) of the

respondents agreed. From this results, it can be said that the implementation of

Kiswahili as language of instruction at the primary level does not help improve

the performance of students at secondary and post secondary levels of

education and this could be because of the fact that the LOl in post-primary

schools change from Kiswahili to English without serious consideration of its

long-term impact to the higher education.

Table 4.5: Lecturers’ response on Tanzanian students’ performance

academically due to language.

Do you think Tanzanian students are different aca emically from others in

performance due to language?

Grading Frequency Percentage

Yes 47 94%

No 3 6%

total 50 100%
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Figure 4.4: Graphic presentatkrl on lecturers’ response on Tanzanian

students’ performance academically due to language.

From the results shown above (94%) affirmed that Tanzanian students’ are

different academically in performance due to language while (6%) did not agree

to this question. It appears therefore, Tanzanian students performance is

affected by language therefore hindering their performance academically to some

extent.

Table 4.6: Student’s response on the relationship between Kiswahili as a

language of instruction and the class performance of students in their

institution.

What is your view on the relationship between Kiswahili as a language of

instruction in Tanzania and the class performance of students in your institution?

Grading Frequency Percentage

Affect 115 76.7%

Doesn’t affect 35 23.3%

total 150 100%
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Figure 4.5: Graphic presentation on the relationship between Ki~

language of instruction in Tanzania and the class performance of

in their institution.
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From the illustration above, (76.7%) responded that class performance of

students in K1U is highly affected by the Swahili language as a language of

instruction in their lower level of education while (23.3%) showed that it doesn’t

affect class performance at all. This could mainly be students from a very good

background/foundation from lower levels of education in English.

Table 4.7: Lecturer’s response on Tanzanians performance and how

language contributes to it.

If there is poor performance, how does language contribute to it?

Grading Frequency Percentage

Very much 16 32%

Much 20 40%

Very little 6 12%

Little 8 16%

total 50 100%
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Figure 46: Graphical presentation on Tanzanian performance and how

language contributes to it.
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From the Data given/shown above, (40%) of the respondents showed that much

of poor performance has been due to language contribution while (32%) said that

language has very much contributed to poor performance, (16%) that it has little

effect, and (12%) that has very little effect in performance. This brings the

conclusion that language has a great impact in performance, and in this case,

language has negatively attributed to poor performance generally as much

percentage of the respondents affirmed that.

In Tanzania, research on the secondary cycle demonstrated the superiority of

teaching as Swahili rather than English for the development of cognitive

functions. It was noted for instance that when students were asked a question in

English the answer was often irrelevant, showing lack of understanding of

the question and I or instability to reply in English. When the same question was

asked as Kiswahili, students gave relevant and articulate answer. (Luckett,

Kathy, 1994)
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and their reasons \~,.. .•)f~f)f)fl ~

Are you affected by English as a medium of instruction at KIU? why

Tally/Grade Frequency Percentage

Yes (Local 80 53.3

Schools)

No (English 70 46.7

medium schools)

150 100 100

Source: Primary Data

Figure 4.7: Graphically presentation of Tanzanian students who use

English or Swahili as a medium of instruction in their lower levels of

education

As illustrated above, (80) or rather (53.3%) of the respondents affirmed that they

are affected by English as a medium of instruction in KIU. This is mainly because

they were engaged in local schools throughout where Swahili is the language of

instruction and communication.Ofl the other hand, (70) or (46.7%) pointed out

that they are not affected by English as a medium of instruction at KIU. The

reason given out being that they enrolled in English medium schools in their
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lower levels of education and therefore find no major problems finding it KIU as a

MOl and cope with it very well. Some of these English medium schools are found

in Kenya, Uganda among other countries worldwide.

Table 4.9: Tanzanians Students’ views on English contribution to their

performance.

Does learning English lately affect your performance at university grade?

Grading Frequency Percentage

Very high 50 33.3%

High 30 20.0%

Low 42 28.0%

Very low 28 18.7%

total 150 100%

Figure 4.8: Graphical presentation on Tanzanian views on English

contribution to their performance

10

From the information shown above, a big percentage of (33.3%) and (20%) of the

respondents agreed that English has greatly affected their performance very

highly while (28%) is low, and (18.7%) very low.
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We can deduce that, Tanzanian students are highly affected in their per oI4n~Ipe
due to lack of having proper Enghsh language as a medium of communi~i~n. ..

Those affirming that it is low and very low they could be those Tanzania~’ ‘<~ -

students having a good foundation in English and this could possibly be from

English medium schools or international schools right from lower levels of

education.

In this research when students asked to give their opinion on Government

implementation of Swahili as LOl at primary school and its intention of

implementing it at higher level of education majority of students were against on

this Policy the reason they gave can be summarized as the current World is like

a village and English became Swahili of the world so using Swahili as a LOl is

making us lag behind ,we need English as LOl not only to continue as it is but

also it must be started from pre-primary up to university level. It seems that these

students think the only way to know English properly is to make English as LOl.

This kind of thinking concerning the choice between English or Kiswahili as the

language of instruction in Tanzania students fails to take account of the

distinction between using language for learning and learning a language

(Rubagumya, Jones, mwansoko, 1999:11). Students especially seem to think

that because they would like to learn English well they should have the language

as a language of instruction and learning through that language is a fallacy.

There is no evidence to show that using a language as a medium of instruction

will necessarily lead to proficiency in that language. If the aim is to learn English,

it is much better to have good instruction in that language by trained language

teachers. Teachers trained in other subjects are not language teachers and are

naturally more concerned about teaching their subject matter to students. They

will often make use of code-switching in order for their students to understand.
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The teacher is satisfied with the answer from the student as the student has the

right concepts. The fact that these concepts are expressed in Kiswahili does not

seem to bother the subject matter teacher who does nothing to expand the

vocabulary of the students within the English language. Had the teacher insisted

on an answer in English, he would most likely have been met by silence (Birgit

Brock — Utne, 2002).

Table 4.10: Problems faced by students in using English at KIU.

What problems do you as a student face in using English at KIU?

Responses Frequency Percentage

a. Poor discussion explaining of 70 47%

exam Questions

b. Use a lot of time in reading to 15 10%

understand concepts

c. Misunderstanding of English 05 3%

concepts.

d. None 60 40%

total 150 100%

Source: Primary Data
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Figure 4.9: Graphical presentation on problems faced by students i~usiI~R~~Y

English at KIU
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From the table above, the findings show that 70 (47%) of the respondents

(students at KIU) point out that the main problem they face in using English as

LOt is their failure to express themselves or explain points when asked a

question in English, 40% or (60) were not of the opinion that there is a problem in

using English but rather the problem is in lack of reading and seriousness in

class. This could owe to the fact that they could have studied in other countries

where English is used as the LOt at the lower level of education.

One of respondents in expressing his view on how English language lower his

class performance he said / am supposed to use extra effort in my studies due to

language barrier in order to compete with Kenyan and Ugandan, the notes which

for them took two hours to understand for me the same notes it took four hours to

understand, this subjects if is teaching in Kiswahili all my C+ become 8+ and my
b+ become A. This statement may even give us a picture to clarify the reason

why even though these students have problem of English proficiency still they

perform almost the same to their fellow Ugandans and Kenyans.

50
(I)
a)

~3O
a)

a)
0~

0

• Seriesi

a b c d
Responses
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Excellent Good Fair/poor Total

Model 9 31 3 43
Local 14 65 28 107

Total 23 96 31 150

A total of 23 respondents nine from English medium background and fourteen

from Kiswahili medium background both showed that their performance are

excellent. Again a total number of 96 respondents, 31 from English medium

background and 65 from Kiswahili medium background showed that there

performance were good. Total of 31 respondents, 3 from English medium

background and 28 respondents from local schools both showed their

performance as fair and Poor,

Table 4.12: Chi-Distnbutiofl of observed and the expected ____________

fO E O—E (O—E)2 (O—E)21E

~ 9 6.5 2.5 6.25 0.96

14 16.5 -2.5 6.25 0.38

31 27.5 3.5 12.25 0.45

65

3

28

150

8.9 6 36 4.04

22.1 6 36 1.62
X2=7 .63

Notes:

0 = observed E = expected DF=degree of freedom

In order to get the expected value of the respondents’ performance level from

local and model schools 1 calculated using column, row and grand totals

manually and the results are displayed in table below;
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Table 4.11 :The response on KIU Tanzanian students performance from

~ocaI or English medium of instruction background

68.5 -3.5 12.25 0.18
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I then calculated the X2 (chi-square) manually and it is displayed in the table.

The chi-square calculated was 7.63

I then compared this with the tabulated figures in table I (critical values of Chi

Square) in Appendix IV using degrees of freedom

df=(c—1)(r—I) =(3—1)(2—1) =2x I =2sodf2andO.05

significance level, tabulated was 5.99.

I then compared the calculated 7.63 with the tabulated which is 5.99 in relation to

the one tail test.

The ordered pair falls in the region of rejecting the null hypothesis at 5 %

significance level. The null hypothesis states that there is no relationship

between Swahili (the language policy) and performance.

I therefore make a statistical decision to reject the null hypothesis and take the

alternative hypothesis that there is a relationship between (LOl) and latter class

performance.

Eg = 23 x 43 = 6.5 E14 = 23 x 107 = 16.5 E31 = 96 x 43 = 2~.bATE.

150 150 150 ~

E~=96x10768.5 E3=31x438.9 E~31x10722.1

150 150 150



COMPUTATION OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENCY AND R2

c= r~
“~ x2 + n

Where C is the correlation; x2 is the value for the chi-square and n is the grand

total of respondents.

= 7.63, n 150

c= [7.63 C= 7.63 C= \J0.0484
N 7.63+ 150 157.63

C = 0.22

This shows a significant correlation coefficient between Swahili language policy

and performance. The answer 1 got was converted into spearman’s formula (R2)

that is

R2 = C2 x 100 to get the percentage of the relationship between Swahili language

policy and performance.

R2= (0.21 76628)2 x 100, = 0.0484 x 100 = 4.84%

This means that the strength of the relationship between Swahili language policy

and performance is 4.84% in other words it is the percentage at which Swahili

language policy level that affects class performance in Tanzanian students since

LOI influenced performance by approximately 5%, there were other factors that

influenced class performance by 95%
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5.0 Introduction

This chapter specifically discusses, concludes and gives recommendation on the

findings. The major aim of this study was basically to assess the impact of

Tanzania’s Swahili language policy on Tanzanian students’ performance in

Ugandan Universities with the case study being Kampala International University

The objectives of this study were to review the Swahili and English language of

instruction in primary schools, to determine class Performance in High Education

and to establish relationship between LOl and class performance

5.1 Discussion of results

Basing on the data analysis and interpretation in chapter four the research

identifies avenues for possible suggestion on the Swahili policy implementation in

Tanzania. The findings are discussed basing on research objectives.

5.1.1 To establish the Swahili and English LOI in primary schools

The first objective was to review the Swahili and English LOl in primary schools.

Analysis and interpretation of data from literature review revealed major findings

under this objective. It revealed that enrolment in EMS were less compared to

locals schools and EMS outperform the Government KMS in the examinations.

This superior performance could not be due to the use of English as the medium

of instruction; rather it is achieved in spite of the use of English. The factors that

bring the difference are the mendun ones whose absence prompted people to

establish the private school in the first, viz, a better supply of teaching and

learning materials, appropriate physical infrastructure (classrooms with small

classes and adequate furniture), and an adequate number of well qualified

teachers. In addition, the children come from urban, educated, above — average

— income families.



Literature review also revealed that parents prefer EMS to KMS because they

want their children not only to get quality education but more important to master

English language

5.1.2 To determine class Performance in High Education

The second objective was to determine the Tanzania class performance in higher

education. In Data analysis and interpretation of respondents from the Tanzanian

students and teaching staff of Kampala International University revealed the

following major findings under this objective, It revealed that Tanzania students

class performance generally are good even though they are affected by

LOl.This good performance could owe to their extra effort in studying in order to

compete with their counter parts Kenyan and Ugandan who have confidence in

LOl and not putting extra effort as Tanzanian did.

The findings concur with the literature from the researchers Zaline M.Roy

Campbell Martha Qorro(1 997) have shown that the language crisis in Tanzanian

secondary schools is to-day even more severe than it was twenty years ago.

Results of the university Screening Test (UDSM,1994), a test usually

administered to all incoming students(from secondary schools)at the beginning of

their university studies, indicate that despite the fact that these students have

studied under the ELTSP(English Language Support Project financed by the

British Council)their English language proficiency was not any better than that of

students before the ELTSP was launched. In fact the level of English of English

is still going down. the indecisiveness of the Tanzania Government on the

language issue is,however,a problem that is difficult to understand and

analyse.New language policies are being made and the debate goes on.

5.1.3 To establish relationship between LOl and class performance

The third objective was to establish the relationship between LOl and class

performance. Data analysis and interpretation of responses from both the

students and the teaching staffs of Kampala International University revealed the
4~ATIok
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following major findings under this objective. It revealed that Tanzania~studk!~.~’RY

don’t take part in asking questions or answering lecturers’ questions i~ cIa~s-1~~

These findings indicate that their performances were mainly hindered by lacofv’~”

proficiency in English language and they take a lot of time to master concepts in

order to perform well, in short Tanzanian student who does not have good

English background in order to get good marks must use so many hours for

concentration compare to their counter parts. This could owe to the fact that

these students cannot be in a position to discuss, express or explain their points

well when sitting for their exams so they have to cram during their studies. More

so, it looks like these students cannot understand most of the terminologies used

hence leading to their misunderstanding of the question asked.

This therefore, owes to the implementation of Swahili at primary schools

AHowing more Kiswahili at earlier levels have a long term effect particularly since

the pupils will more hardily transfer the regular spelling-pronunciation from

Kiswahili to English. The long term consequences of designing Kiswahili as the

language of instruction in primary schools are more worrying. This is because the

medium of instruction throughout the post -primary education is in English hence

affecting students’ literacy skills and academic proficiency in English. Students

from Tanzania struggle to express themselves clearly in English (the language

they have not mastered). It was evident that most students have problems with

the language medium of instruction (i.e English). Proficiency in the language is

low and leaves much to be desired

The findings concur with the literature from the researchers. In finding out the

relationship between language of instruction and school outcomes of students,

Cummins (979) and Klein (1994), noted that where the home language is

different from the language of instruction used in the classroom, the language of

instruction may create pedagogical and cognitive problems.This is therefore true

for the Tanzanian students where the language being used as the

communication vehicle in class and outside the class-room are different. This
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then affects their understanding of what is being taught due to the language

proficiency.

5.2 Conclusions

This study investigated the impact of Tanzania’s Swahili language pohcy on

Tanzanian students’ performance in foreign universities particularly in Uganda

Universiies. This was in relation with the fact that although Kiswahili has been

implemented as the national language, the country still has the problems of

choosing on which language should be the language of instruction in primary

schools, secondary and post-secondary schools. More so, little is known of what

has been the impact of Swahili language policy in higher studies especially in

foreign universities. The study specifically sought to review the Swahili and

English language of instruction in primary schools, to establish the relationship

between LOl and class performance and to determine Tanzania students’

performance in Uganda Universities

The study also established that the performance of most Tanzania students is

affected by LOl although their performance generally was good because of extra

efforts they put in studies. The research further asserted that the performance of

pupils taught in Kiswahili at primary schools were higher compared to when

taught in English at secondary school and post-secondary schools.

In view of these findings, the study concludes that if Tanzania is to take part fully

in international affairs, then should implement English as the LOl at all levels of

education or teach English as subject properly by using trained and qualified

teachers. This then means that Tanzania will not be removed from participation

in the international academic, scientific and financial communities. The research

also concludes that the failure I lower performance of Tanzania students in

Uganda is attributed to the poor English language proficiency. Allowing more

Kiswahili at primary schools have a long term effect particularly since pupils will

be more readily transfer the regular-spelling — pronunciation from Kiswahili to

~ POSTGRADUATE ~
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English , thus will not allow the development of students skills an~ang~i~~ARy 3~,
proficiency hence lower performance due to the fact that they will~

explain and discuss their views properly during examination. ~~

The research also concludes that the implementation of Kiswahili as the

language of instruction in primary school was a good policy that was designed to

make primary education itself complete. However this was implemented without

any serious consideration on the impacts it will have on the students at

secondary and post-secondary schools. This is attributed to the fact that English

will be used as language of instruction at secondary and post secondary schools

hence having the effect of students failing to understand what is taught as they

struggle with the language they have not mastered.

Language policy is crucial to consider at the moment because it has such a

detrimental effect on education and education is so instrumental in development.

If English can be provided to the average Tanzanians, it will be a worthwhile

investment. Smaller pilot programs would help determine how to achieve

improvements in English education, and at what cost. Although English is a

former colonial language, it is also inescapably the language of international

participation in the current age in Tanzania.

The study results that LOl explains latter student performance by 4.84% in

foreign Universities is an additional knowledge that had not been covered in

debates of Swahili language policy in Tanzania

5.2 RecommendationS

Based on the findings, this section presents the recommendations deemed

necessary to help Tanzania escape the MOl problems plaguing so many other

African countries and problems of English proficiency facing Tanzania students.
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The use of Swahili language as a language of instruction at lower level of

Education and shift to English Secondary and post secondary schools, this has

therefore lowered the performance of students in the secondary and post

secondary schools were English is used as the language of instruction. The fact

that Kiswahili has been implemented as the language of instruction in pre

primary and primary schools has made students at higher levels of learning of

reading transfer the regular spelling-pronunciation from Kiswahili which hinders

their language proficiency in English hence cannot understand well what is being

taught in English leading to lower performance in general. The study has also

shown that there is a close relationship between Swahili language policy and

performance of students. the implementation of Kiswahili as the language of

instruction in primary schools was implemented without any serious

consideration on impacts it will have on the students performance at secondary

and post-secondary schools. Despite the policy’s objective of making primary

education complete in itself, teachers, parents, and pupils, continue to see it as

a way to get into secondary school. In effect, the crowing achievement for

primary school, and the only criterion for this selection is examination results at

the end of grade seven. Because secondary school and post secondary

institutions are taught in English, those who have their eyes set on secondary

and post-secondary school consider it disadvantage to have Kiswahili as their

LOl at the primary schools.

it is against this background therefore, that the recommendations below are

made. Basing on generalizations on the findings of this study, the researcher

recommends that:

(i) In short term measure I suggest that Kampala International University

management should arrange a meeting with Tanzanian students and

discuss with them what should be done by university to come up with strong

solution for solving English proficiency problem.

(ii) Due to the globalization process where Tanzania has to take part in global

activities, Tanzania has two choice, the first one. English should be the

ç~y~P~Tl 0N4~.
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language of instruction at all levels of education starting from~\~
post secondary. It should be understood that when it comes to the quaI1t~9~~ 0o~ KP~

instructional delivery the language of instruction is instwmental in

determining the level of performance. Therefore it will be better for the

government of Tanzania to implement the use of English as the language of

instruction right from primary to post-secondary schools. Although by

starting out on the difficult or unfamiliar language (English), the children’s

initial development (Performance) will be slow but they will eventually and

more easily transfer their English literacy skills to Kiswahili in the higher

grades.

(iii) The third and strongest one, Government of Tanzania must change its

education system by introducing Swahili as a LOl at all levels of education,

this will be more profitable if Government officials are serious committed

and prepared to implement this change, at the same time Government

should prepare conducive environment of learning foreign languages as a

subjects and for those who go abroad must have one year course of

required language in order to cope with environment and at the time they

are coming back home they will possess two precious things: the knowledge

of his/her career and foreign language. Tanzania Government should also

distinguish between using language for learning and learning a language.

Basing on the findings of this research, there is evidence that using a home

language as a language of instruction will lead to good performance and if

the aim is to learn English, it is much better to have English taught properly

as a subject by trained language teachers.
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Appendix I: Questionnaire to students

Dear sir I madam,

Please participate in filling this questionnaire to enable the researcher collecting

data about his research topic titled “The impact of Tanzania Swahili Language

Policy on Tanzania students’ performance in Ugandan universities” A case study

of Kampala International University.

The informa ion given would be treated with utmos confidentia i y an would be

used for purpose of research only.

Instructions

1. the questionnaire consist of both closed and open ended questions.

2. tick the most appropriate option.

3. where necessary, briefly elaborate and give your personal view on certain

issues.

age: 20-25 EEl 26-30 [EEl 30- above EE

2. sex male female

3. marital status: single LEI married LEEI

4. How many languages are you speaking, and mention them

5. What courses are you doing?
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6. What is your view on the implementation of Kiswahili as a national language

and a language of instruction at the primary level of education in Tanzania?

7. what is your view on the government intention of implementing Kiswahili as a

language of instruction in secondary school and post secondary schools?

8.what are the factors favouring the flowering of Kiswahili as a language of

instruction in Tanzania’?

9. what are the obstacles that may hinder the development of Kiswahili as a

language of instruction in Tanzania’?

10. what is your view on the relationship between Kiswahili as a language of

instruction 9in Tanzania and class performance of students in your institution?

11. Does learning English lately affect your performance at university?

Yes EEl NoLZI

Explain why and specify your educational background’?

.~~AiTb
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12. Does learning English lately affect your performance at University?~ra~.E. ......

a) Very high ~ b) high ~j C) low ~ d) very low ~

13. How do you rank you academic performance?

Excellent E1 good EEl fair poor

14. are there any roles Kiswahili as a national language in Tanzania played in

driving Tanzania towards the global village? If any how has it helped Tanzania in

economicDevelopment”
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Appendix II: Questionnaire to lecturers

Dear sir/madam

Please participate in filling this questionnaire to enable the researcher collecting

data about his masters’ dissertation research topic titled “The impact of Tanzania

Swahili Language policy on Tanzania students’ class performance in Ugandan

Universities”. A case study of Kampala International University.

The information given would be treated with utmost confidentiality and would be

used for purpose of research only.

1. Nationality

Kenya ~j Tanzania ~j Uganda ~ other

2. Which languages can you speak”

3. What subject (paper) do you teach9

4. State your highest Academic Qualification

5. Which level do you teach?

i. certificate [~] iii. Bachelors Degree [~]

ii. Diploma ~ iv. Masters Degree

6. What are the methods employed by the faculty/the institution in imparting

knowledge to the students and ensure that they fully

understand9
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Country Poor Fair Good Excellent

Tanzania

Others

b) Do you think Tanzania students are different academically from others in

performance due to language’?

C) What do you give the Tanzania Government on the language policy’?

Do you employ language switching while lecturing? Swahili I English

Yes LZI No ~

9. Do some students from Tanzania display weaknesses in class

performance?

Yes EZI No El

If yes why’?

~5 POSTG R~4
~ LIBRARy ~

7. a) How do you grade the class performance of students who con rQ~ufl~:....•

___ _________ \~
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10. If there is poor performance, how does language contribute to it?

i. very little

ii. Little

iii. Very much

iv. Much

v. None
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Appendix III: Interview Guide for lecturers

1. Which languages can you speak?

2. Which Department do you head?

3. What subject (paper) do you teach?

4. Which level do you teach?

5. What are the methods employed by the faculty/the institution in imparting

knowledge to the students and ensure that they fully understand.

6. How do you grade the class performance of students who come from?

7. Do you think Tanzania students are different academically from others in

performance due to language?

8. Do you employ language switching while lecturing? Swahili / English

9. Do some students from Tanzania display weaknesses in class

performance?

10. If there is poor performance, how does language contribute to it?

LIBRARY
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Appendix IV: Age, Gender and critical value of Chi-square

Age group Frequency Percentage

20-25 87 58

26-30 36 24

30 and above 27 18

Total 150 100

Source: Primary data

N = 150
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Table 1: Age of respondents (Students)

This can be further presented in the pie chart as follows;

Figure 2: Age of respondents (Students)

24%

C 20-25

C 26-30

C 30& above
58%

From the above, the findings shows that 58% of the respondents were in age

group of 20 — 25, 24% in the age group of 26 — 30 and 18% between 30 and

above. The age considered important in enabling the researcher to understand

the variety of information according to the different levels of age.
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Figure 3: Graphically Presentation of gender of respondents

LIBRARy

According to the above, males comprised of the biggest percentage which is 76

percent whereas females had a small percentage of 24%.

Table 2: Gender of Respondents (students)

Gender Frequency Percentage

Male 114 76

Female 36 24

Total 150 100

Source: Primary Data

•MaIe
• Female
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The chi-square (x2) values the table below were used to read figures that were to

be presented on the graph.

Table: Critical values of chi-square

• Level of significance Level of significance

df .10 .05 .01 df .10 .05 .01

1 2.71 3.84 6.64 16 23.54 26.30 32.00

2 4.60 5.99 9.21 17 24.77 27.59 33.41

3 6.25 7.83 11.34 18 25.99 28.87 34.80

4 7.78 9.49 13.28 19 27.20 30.14 36.19

5 9.24 11.07 15.09 20 28.41 31.41 37.57

6 10.64 12.59 16.81 21 29.62 32.67 38.93

7 12.02 14.07 18.48 22 30.18 33.92 40.29

8 13.36 15.51 20.09 23 32.01 35.17 41.64

9 14.68 16.92 21.67 24 33.20 36.42 42.98

10 15.99 18.31 23.21 25 34.38 37.65 44.31

11 17.28 19.68 24.72 26 35.56 38.88 45.64

12 18.55 21.03 26.22 27 36.74 40.11 46.96

13 19.81 22.36 27.69 28 37.92 41.34 48.28

14 21.06 23.68 29.14 29 39.09 42.56 49.59

~ 15 22.31 25.00 30.58 30 40.26 43.77 50.89
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